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Board of Supervisors 

Cory Lakes Community Development District 

 

Dear Board Members: 

 

The Board of Supervisors of the Cory Lakes Community Development District will hold a Public 

Hearing and Regular Meeting on Thursday, September 15, 2016 at 6:00 p.m., at the Cory Lake 

Beach Club, 10441 Cory Lake Drive, Tampa, Florida 33647.  The agenda is as follows: 

 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call 

 

2. Chairman’s Opening Comments 

 

3. Public Comments (agenda items) [3 minutes per speaker] 

 

4. Presentation: Tree Trimming (LMP) 

 

5. Presentation: Paver Sealing at Pool and Beach Club (Glass-On) 

 

6. Approval of Minutes 

A. August 18, 2016 Regular Meeting 

B. August 26, 2016 LAF Committee Meeting 

C. September 5, 2016 Security Committee Meeting (to be provided under separate 

cover) 

D. August 29, 2016 – September 9, 2016 Sunshine Board (to be provided under 

separate cover) 

  

7. Acceptance of Unaudited Financial Statements as of July 31, 2016 

 

8. Public Hearing to Hear Comments and Objections on the Adoption of the District’s 

Final Budget for Fiscal Year 2016/2017, Pursuant to Florida Law  

 A. Proof of Publication 

B. Consideration of Resolution 2016-8, Relating to the Annual Appropriations and 

Adopting the Budget for the Fiscal Year Beginning October 1, 2016, and Ending 

September 30, 2017; Authorizing Budget Amendments; and Providing an 

Effective Date 

  

ATTENDEES: 
Please identify yourself each 
time you speak to facilitate 
accurate transcription of 
meeting minutes. 
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9. Consideration of Resolution 2016-9, Making a Determination of Benefit and Imposing 

Special Assessments for Fiscal Year 2016/2017; Providing for the Collection and 

Enforcement of Special Assessments; Certifying an Assessment Roll; Providing for 

Amendments to the Assessment Roll; Providing a Severability Clause; and Providing an 

Effective Date 

 

10. Consideration of Resolution 2016-10, Adopting the Annual Meeting Schedule for Fiscal 

Year 2016/2017 
 

11. Discussion: Speed Table Detail 

 A. Consideration of Quote from A & R Contractors, Inc.   

 

12. Consideration of Estimates for Pressure Washing 

 A. Anthony’s Tampa Bay Pressure Washing Estimate #2537 

 B. C.A.R.E. LLC Estimate #1044 

 

13. Discussion: Holiday Lighting 

 

14. Continued Discussion: Appraisal for Vacant Land 

 

15. Discussion: Radar Sign Camera Retrofit 

 

16. Discussion: Policy of Using CDD Email System for Sponsored and External Community 

Events 
 

17. Staff Reports 

A. District Engineer 

B. Office Administrator 

C. Facilities Manager  

D. District Manager  

 

18. Committee Reports 

  A. Security 

 B. Finance 

  C. Landscape Aquascape Facilities 

  D. Other 

 

19. Other Business 
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20. Public Comments (non-agenda items) 

 

21. Supervisors’ Requests  

 

22. Adjournment 

 

Should you have any questions and/or concerns, please contact me directly at 239-464-7114. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Chesley E. Adams, Jr. 

District Manager 

FOR BOARD MEMBERS AND STAFF TO ATTEND BY TELEPHONE: 

CALL IN NUMBER: 1-888-354-0094 

CONFERENCE ID: 8593810 



From: Scott Carlson <Scott.Carlson@lmppro.com> 
Subject: RE: Tree trimming proposal and a few other details 
Date: September 7, 2016 7:45:15 PM EDT 
To: John Hall <clcddfm@gmail.com> 
Cc: Steve Small <Steve.Small@lmppro.com>, Jason Liggett 
<Jason.Liggett@lmppro.com> 
 

John, 
  
Per our conversation yesterday I wanted to follow up with you on the below 
email as best as I can at this point.  We will have Steve plan to attend as 
well as possibly the Branch Manager, Jason Liggett, depending on his 
schedule.  Unfortunately my son has a school function that is scheduled for 
that evening and it is a 1x per school year event that I can’t miss. 
  
1.       Soil Samples – We checked with the University of Florida in regards to 
soil samples in areas where palms have died to determine if the soil is the 
issue.  UF confirmed there really is no soil sample that will determine 
this.  We get the determination of the pathogen or disease by extracting 
tissue samples of the palms.  The tissue sample tells us what the diagnosis 
is and if it is Ganaderma Zonatum originates with spores in the soil.  There 
is no way to detect Ganaderma Zonatum spores in the soil, before or after 
the death of a palm.  It would be our recommendation that in areas where 
we know that the cause of death was Fusarium, Lethal Yellowing, Texas 
Phoenix Palm Decline or some other non-soil related disease, you can go 
back in with a palm. The customer does need to be aware that palms can 
come infected from nurseries before any symptoms are observable, so we 
don’t recommend that we offer any warranty other that what is related to 
our install or what the supplier offers. If the customer does want to replant 
a palm in an area infected by Ganaderma Zonatum, we can replace soil 
in  about a 10’x10’ planting area, but again we cannot control when the 
disease may reappear.  Attached is an article about Ganaderma and how it 
is confirmed etc. 
  
2.       Palm Trimming – The “as necessary” part is of the utmost concern 



because we don’t want to become personal gardners to the residents where 
we are getting called out to cut fronds 4-6x per year.  Who determines what 
is “as necessary”?  As I indicated, we would want to have someone keep 
records of requests and we will do requests 1x per month.  Example – 
Residents contact the clubhouse via email and their address gets added to a 
list.  Say the requests come in January 1-15, then they will be done between 
January 16-30.  Any requests that come in between January 16 through 
February 14, will be done between February 15 to February 28th.  We can 
certainly factor in additional monies into our proposal to factor in for “as 
necessary” but we need to have a firm understanding of who determines 
what is “as necessary”. 
  
3.       Cana Lillies – we have been relocating these over the past 5 years and 
basically condensing the areas that have them.  We can’t be held to 
warrantying any of these as they are what I would deem as the lone 
survivors from Mr. Thompsons original landscape installation when CL was 
built.  They used to be all over the place.  We can most certainly look at 
alternatives to get the remaining ones removed and install a successful 
alternative.  Steve can provide standard prices for 1 gallon, 3 gallon and 7 
gallon plant material. 
  
4.       Cypress Trees – I believe Steve already responded to this.  While we 
aren’t necessarily set up to do this, we could oversee the installation for the 
community by using a subcontractor. 
  
5.       Wires – Steve will continue to work with our team to make sure the 
crews are more aware.  We appreciate your efforts in putting them in 
conduit. 
  
Please let me know more on the “as necessary” palm pruning.  
  
Respectfully, 
  
Scott A. Carlson 

unknown.jpg ¬ 



 please consider the environment before printing this 

  

From: John Hall [mailto:clcddfm@gmail.com]  Sent: Wednesday, August 

31, 2016 1:06 PM To: Scott Carlson <Scott.Carlson@lmppro.com> Cc: Steve 

Small <Steve.Small@lmppro.com> Subject: Tree trimming proposal and a 
few other details 

  

Hello Scott,  

  

I need to see what we can do to get a fixed price for LMP to do the soil 

samples, palm tree trimming twice a year and when necessary since the 

smaller trees will droop within the 6' head clearance of covenants and 

need trimming. The board wants the tree trimming price to be all inclusive 

so there isn't a bunch of charges just that it gets done as needed. You can 

call me and we can discuss the cost variables of this and what your 

concerns are. If needed, maybe you can come to the Sept 15th board 

meeting and discuss the pricing. 

  

Also the canna lilies that were placed on the Cross Creek entrance that 

don't seem to thrive there and can't be easily replaced due to the amount 

you have to order from your vendor (1000 Steve says). I want to know if 

we can start replacing those with a different plant of equal value. Steve 

has been relocating canna lilies from other areas in the community but the 

LAF committee still isn't satisfied with how it looks. I am just trying to 

find a resolution that everyone can agree on. 

  

The board also wants to know if there is a possibility that you could price 

installing cypress trees around the islands in the lake. If you aren't capable 

of doing this project can you please direct me to someone you think may 

be able to? 

  

I also have to keep reminding the crews that we have landscape lights in 

the islands on Morris Bridge and in the Pool area and they repetitively cut 

these wires. The ones on Morris Bridge now look like spaghetti they have 



been cut up so bad. I have tried moving the wires several different ways 

and they still manage to get the clippers into the ground and cut them. 

Repairing this issue is very time consuming. 

I am going to start replacing the wiring and running it through conduit but 

this still shouldn't be an issue. The lights in the pool area are being cut up 

close to the light itself so even the conduit won't remedy this, only the 

crew being observant of what they are doing.  

  

Thanks for your input and help with these topics, 

      John Hall,  (Facilities Manager) Cory Lake Community 

Development District 

10441 Cory Lake Drive 

Tampa, FL 33647 (O) 813.986.1031 (C) 813.924.4673 (F) 

813.986.1056, (E) clcddfm@corylakescdd.net 
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Cory Lakes Community Development District 
10441 Cory Lakes Drive 
Tampa, Fl 33647 
 
 
 
 
This proposal is intended to provide detailed information to the CDD 
regarding the permanent protection to and further prevention of any 
further financial and aesthetic loses to your unique and signature use of 
pavers. 
 
I greatly appreciate the artful vision to conceive an entirely modern 
community beautifully sculpted in pavers that echoes back to a much 
more elegant time in antiquity.  
 
This endeavor took great cooperation, time and money to achieve a 
trademark look unlike any other community I have seen and I would 
like to help you beautify and protect it. 
 
I am David Langley, CEO of Glass-On Solutions Inc., and my company 
literally has solutions for very specific problems that no other company 
has.  The Glass-On name may be new to you, but our core chemistry has 
a proven performance history with the military and aerospace industry 
since its inception by NASA and Raytheon in the late 1960’s. 
 
Decades later, with continual product evolution, new products were 
created with never before seen molecular characteristics for infinite 
potential.  This resulted in very specific product formulations that are 
absolutely “ECO FRIENDLY”, but completely unique and exclusive in 
their specific applications. 
 
One of our specific markets that addresses your needs is sealing and 
protecting paver, stone and any cementitious medium.  Decades ago 
NASA invented my core products so they are quite literally rocket 
science and my newest micro-engineered versions are currently being 
tested by NASA to be used on the (ISS) International Space Station.  
Think of it as rocket science for your pavers because that is exactly what 
it is.   The last two pages will list specifically how Glass-On Sealer is 
infinitely better than any paver sealer on the market.  Furthermore, we 
are the only sealer company that can GUARANTEE it. 



 
Aesthetics are important most often to those who have interest in living 
a certain lifestyle that is considered above the norm or above average.   
 
This obviously is one of the markets I cater to with what my products 
bring to clients with mega yachts, airplanes and amazing homes. 
However, the majority of my market interest is providing unequaled 
performance to clients and companies who want to eliminate 
maintenance cost and, most importantly, increase their profit and/or 
protect their investment. 
 
I am sure that it is apparent that your paved roads of “good aesthetic 
intentions” are falling a bit short of the initial positive impact your 
paved roads provided your community and visitors when they were 
new.  This may or may not be of interest to you even though you have 
invested millions to achieve a certain aesthetic appearance.   
 
Unfortunately, aesthetics are not your only or most serious issue 
concerning your pavers.  Whether it is known to you or not, your paver 
investment has been losing and continues to lose tremendous value for 
the individuals of the community as well as the collective housing 
market values.  The paver industry has been severely flawed for 
decades so you are not alone nor could you have done much to prevent 
it. 
 
 The first problem is that cement pavers like yours, unlike clay, had a 
very thin top layer of fine powder that held 90% of the original color 
and under that is small concrete aggregate that is primarily white and 
cannot hold any color.  That is what causes the white speckled look and 
overall appearance that is much lighter in color compared to new 
pavers.   
 
The second problem is that pavers soak up water and love to grow mold 
and the two traditional ways to clean paver will disintegrate cement 
pavers. Pressure washers easily remove the outer colored layer of your 
pavers and chlorine or muriatic acid based cleaner also degrade the 
paver surface as well as bleach out and permanently change the original 
color.  
 
The cruel irony is that most communities and home owners pay 
thousands of dollars a year to pressure wash their pavers only to 
actually cause permanent damage and deteriorate the pavers more and 
more with each washing.   
 



The third problem is that all paver sealers on the market fail quickly and 
look terrible, but most importantly, they all have to be removed to re-
treat which actually requires even more aggressive and abrasive 
physical and chemical remediation. 
 
Most paver sealer companies are innocently unaware of this because 
they only know what they have been told as the traditional way of doing 
things and only know of sealers that fail from UV breakdown and do not 
prevent mold.  However, there are some sealer companies I have met 
with who base their business model on “Planned Obsolescence”. This 
means they depend on their sealers to fail so to come back and charge 
you over and over again, year after year to re-pressure wash and re-kill 
your plants and re-seal your pavers. Needless to say they hate my 
product and refuse to use it knowing their services will no longer be 
needed every year.  It’s like when the horse carriage manufacturers 
hated the idea of the automobile. 
 
The solution I offer is real rocket science, it gives you the aesthetics you 
desire, is independently lab tested, guaranteed to work, less costly than 
traditional sealer applications, with an immediate ROI and will protect 
your investment from losing its value. 
 
Fortunately, you can still take action that is proactive and will make a 
guaranteed difference.  Let me show you how to achieve the aesthetics 
your community deserves and has already paid greatly for.  Most 
importantly, allow my company’s proven and advanced chemistry to 
protect your investment from further deterioration requiring constant 
maintenance and eventually total paver replacement. 
 
I look forward to establishing a “WIN-WIN” relationship with your 
board members, district and residents while providing a guaranteed 
solution that will enhance and continue to establish Cory Lakes as a 
benchmark community of discerning aesthetics. 
 
 
Thank you, 
David Langley 
CEO, Glass-On Solutions 
Glass-OnSolutions.com 
dlangley@glass-onsolutions.com 
772-834-5414 
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ADDENDUM: for Cory Lakes Proposal for CDD 
 
 Possible Pricing Structures 
 
 
The paver sealer industry standard per square foot is minimum $0.80 - $1.80 and higher.  
These prices are for inferior products without warranties or mold prevention of any kind and 
the sealer will only last 6-8 months before it needs to be aggressively removed and re-
sealed. 
 
Glass-On is offering to BEAT any sqft price quote in writing offered by any legitimate paver 
sealer company that currently has a 3-year warranted product already applied and proven, 
                                                     

          OR    
                                           

Glass-On is offering to BEAT the paver sealer industry’s standard MINIMUM sqft pricing of 
$0.80 on this estimated 30,0000 sqft project including a 3-year warranty not available by 
any other sealer company. This price also includes our exclusive “Soft Touch” spot 
cleaning (where needed) that will not harm, fade or abrade the pavers any further, as has 
happened in the past. 
 

          OR 
 

Glass-On is offering to give extreme volume discounts on volumes over 1,000,000 sqft with 
options of multiple year payment plans and or service contract. 
 
Exact pricing cannot be accurately determined at this point without knowing other specifics.  
For Instance: 

  
1. What is the total sqft volume project size, (to determine volume discount pricing), 

Possible volume discounts at 100,000 and 500,000 and 1,000,000 plus sqft 
volumes. 

2. What warranty, if any, are you interested in?  No warranty, I year, 3 year or a lifetime 
service contract?  

3. Is the project a one-time process or is there a set volume payment plan spread out 
over several years? 

4. Would you like Glass-On to do the remediating/cleaning or will you hire another 
company for this step? 

5. Would you like the cement/concrete areas cleaned and treated and warranted at the 
same time the pavers are sealed?  Other options are to have it completed at a later 
date or not at all.  

 
As CEO of Glass-On, I am personally offering endless options for your consideration in 



order to accommodate your needs.  My goal is to assist you in protecting your community’s 
investment the very best way possible for years to come. 
 
Looking forward to our meeting next week. If you should have any questions before then, 
don’t hesitate to call me. 
 
With best regards, 
 
David Langley, CEO  
Glass-On Solutions Inc. 
dlangley@Glass-OnSolutions.com 
Glass-OnSolutions.com 
772-834-5414  
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 1 

MINUTES OF MEETING 1 

CORY LAKES 2 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 3 

 4 

A Regular Meeting of the Cory Lakes Community Development District’s Board of 5 

Supervisors was held on Thursday, August 18, 2016 at 6:00 p.m., at the Cory Lake Beach 6 

Club, 10441 Cory Lake Drive, Tampa, Florida 33647.  7 

 8 

Present at the meeting were: 9 

 10 
Dr. A. Cyril Spiro Chair 11 

Joyce Hepscher Vice Chair 12 

Jorge Castillo Assistant Secretary 13 

Bob Woodards Assistant Secretary 14 

Sudhir (Sid) Shah Assistant Secretary 15 

 16 

Also present were: 17 
 18 

Chuck Adams District Manager 19 

John Hall Facilities Manager 20 

Wendy Darby Office Administrator  21 

Seth Weightman Republic Services Municipal Manager 22 

Mr. Hunsaker Care Services  23 

Jim Bispo Envera 24 

Rory Harding POA Manager 25 

Rich Carpenter Resident, LAF Committee Member 26 

A.J. Forbes Resident, Security Committee Member 27 

Sheryl Springer Resident 28 

Bob Babinjong Resident 29 

 30 

 31 

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS Call to Order/Roll Call 32 
 33 

Dr. Spiro called the meeting to order at 6:05 p.m., and noted, for the record, that 34 

Supervisors Spiro, Castillo, Woodards and Shah were present, in person.  Supervisor Hepscher 35 

was not present at roll call.   36 

 37 

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS Chairman’s Opening Comments 38 

  39 

Dr. Spiro commented that the agenda was full and that the Board would be considering 40 

proposals and discussing the Fiscal Year 2017 budget.    41 
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS Public Comments (agenda items) [3 42 

minutes per speaker] 43 

 44 

Mr. Rich Carpenter, a resident, read a statement from Mr. David Burman, a resident, 45 

regarding Dr. Spiro using CDD facilities and funds to enhance his campaign for City Council, at 46 

a ‘Back to School’ event held on Saturday.  He accused Dr. Spiro of using the CDD email 47 

system to circulate the ‘Back to School’ event advertisement, which was an improper use of 48 

community reserves and funds.  Mr. Burman pointed out that all Board Members contributed, 49 

financially, to Dr. Spiro’s campaign and requested an explanation for Dr. Spiro’s use of CDD 50 

funds and resources to further his campaign.  Mr. Burman requested that the Board address this 51 

matter now, versus later in the CDD Board meeting. 52 

Dr. Spiro acknowledged that it was customary to take all public comments, prior to 53 

addressing comments received, and asked if the Board wanted to change this process, based on 54 

this request.  There were no comments from the Board; therefore, comments would be addressed 55 

at the conclusion of the public comment period. 56 

Mr. Bob Babinjong, a resident, asked if the monument was secured.  Dr. Spiro advised 57 

that this was an action item.  Mr. Babinjong suggested removing the monument from the portion 58 

of land that the CDD did not own, versus the District purchasing the property. 59 

Regarding the Capri Isles sidewalk, Mr. Babinjong suggested installing “yield to 60 

pedestrian” signs, as there was an existing sidewalk at the entrance and a sidewalk on the other 61 

side.  Dr. Spiro advised that the secondary sidewalk was different than the one the Board was 62 

previously considering.  Mr. Babinjong noted that residents must cross the street but believed 63 

that the safety factor was the traffic in and out of the community.  Mr. Babinjong asked what the 64 

Board was trying to accomplish.   65 

Ms. Sheryl Springer, a resident, questioned the close-out process with a developer, as 66 

Ryan Homes had almost completed their construction.  During build-out, a light pole was 67 

damaged, a street sign was removed during the building of a home and not replaced and pavers 68 

and sidewalks were damaged, due to heavy equipment.  Ms. Springer asked if the parking by the 69 

mailboxes was intended to be overflow parking, as residents were parking there, for long periods 70 

of time, causing a blind spot.  Ms. Springer wondered how to deter residents from parking there. 71 
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Mr. Hall advised that the sign was not supposed to be removed; it was supposed to be 72 

shifted over.  Tampa Electric Company (TECO) was notified about the damaged light pole but 73 

was slow to respond.  A light pole damaged in October was just replaced last month. 74 

Dr. Spiro reported that every option was addressed with M/I Homes; they will not 75 

provide an easement for the monument.  M/I Homes reserved the right to destroy the monument, 76 

as they did not believe they would not be able to sell a house on that lot without destroying the 77 

monument.  At the last Sunshine Board, there was Board consensus for Mr. Carpenter to include 78 

a photograph of the monument in the next Islander, with the caption, “Help save this 79 

monument”.  There would be an article describing what happened, what the Board tried and a 80 

request for residents to contact M/I Homes.  If M/I Homes saved the monument, the Board 81 

would consider M/I Homes a public servant to the community.  Mr. Shah suggested providing a 82 

petition to M/I Homes.  Mr. Babinjong noted that the monument becomes CDD property if the 83 

CDD paid to remove it.  Dr. Spiro asked M/I Homes but they said no. 84 

Mr. Castillo asked about the monument that was removed.  Mr. Hall spoke to Mr. 85 

Carpenter and the LAF Committee decided not to replace the monument because it said “Beach 86 

Club”.  Mr. Hall and Mr. Adams would speak to the sign contractor about the design but were 87 

waiting to see what the LAF Committee wanted to do. 88 

***Mr. Seth Weightman, of Republic Services joined the meeting, in person, at 6:15 89 

p.m.*** 90 

Dr. Spiro requested that Ms. Springer’s issues be discussed under “Other Business”.  91 

Regarding the ‘Back to School’ community event, Dr. Spiro explained that, when the 92 

email was sent, it did not have anything to do with his campaign.  It was exclusively a ‘Back to 93 

School’ community event; however, his campaign hosted it.  Dr. Spiro addressed this matter at 94 

the Sunshine Board and there were no objections from the Board Members.  150 kids attended 95 

the event.  He felt that this was a great way to introduce residents to each other and to local 96 

businesses.  Dr. Spiro felt that no harm was done and the cost for the time that Staff spent 97 

emailing residents was minimal.   98 

Dr. Spiro received an email from a resident asking about a policy to promote community 99 

events.  Mr. Adams did not find a policy and suggested that the Sunshine Board discuss 100 

establishing a policy.  101 
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Mr. Woodards pointed out that he was locked out of the Sunshine Board and felt that Dr. 102 

Spiro’s involvement in the back to school event was too close to call. 103 

Mr. Castillo noted that the event was free and did not promote anything.  He did not 104 

attend the event but heard that several businesses sponsored the event.  Mr. Castillo had no issue 105 

with posting the event on the CDD website, which only involved one or two hours of Ms. 106 

Darby’s time.  He felt that the community wasted too much time on minor issues, versus 107 

important issues. 108 

Mr. Shah attended the ‘Back to School’ community event and enjoyed it.  Many children 109 

and parents from Cory Lake Isles (CLI) attended and were pleased that the event was held.  It 110 

was a free event with a lot of giveaways.  Children had fun and felt that the event did not hurt the 111 

community. 112 

Mr. Castillo heard comments from the same people and felt that, if they wanted to see a 113 

huge change in the community, they should apply to serve on the Board. 114 

Mr. Woodards respected Dr. Spiro but felt that he should not have been involved in the 115 

event.  Mr. Woodards tried to access the Sunshine Board at 5:30 p.m. but it was closed.   116 

Ms. Darby acknowledged that there was miscommunication, which she would 117 

investigate.  In response to Dr. Spiro’s question, Ms. Darby estimated that posting to the website 118 

and emailing residents about the event took 30 minutes.  Dr. Spiro offered to pay Ms. Darby for 119 

her time, through his campaign.   120 

Mr. Hall felt that there were no issues, if it was a free event and everyone in the 121 

community was invited.   122 

Dr. Spiro stated that the Board would establish a policy at the next Sunshine Board.  123 

 124 

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Discussion: Roadway Cleaning and 125 

Sanding 126 

 127 

Mr. Hall announced that Mr. Seth Weightman, of Republic Services (Republic), and Mr. 128 

Hunsaker, of Care Services (Care), were in attendance to discuss how to proceed with the oil 129 

removal. 130 

Mr. Hunsaker recalled that equipment was brought in to test an area of the road.  This led 131 

to the community wondering if they were going to clean the hydraulic fluid.  In the last couple of 132 
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weeks, Care performed the test and the area was still clean.  Mr. Hunsaker asked if the Board 133 

wanted to clean the entire road, as cleaning only the areas where there was hydraulic fluid would 134 

cause spots. 135 

Dr. Spiro asked if there was a proposal.  Mr. Hunsaker stated that the square footage must 136 

be measured.  Republic only committed to remove the spots, which was minor, and would only 137 

require one cleaning.  The roads cannot be pressure washed.  Care uses a recovery system but the 138 

District’s pavers were difficult to clean, versus concrete and asphalt.  The recirculation system 139 

runs five to six hours, continuously, about 15,000 square feet per hour but, with pavers, it may 140 

only be able to run the equipment three hours, continuously, and it only takes one hour to one-141 

and-a-half hours to clean.  Dr. Spiro asked if sand was included.  Care could provide a price for 142 

sand. 143 

Dr. Spiro asked if other venders were contactors.  Mr. Hall replied affirmatively. 144 

Mr. Castillo questioned Care’s experience with pavers.  Mr. Hunsaker indicated that the 145 

streets were clean but there was course paver material, compared to concrete.  They could soft 146 

wash, where a chemical is applied to brighten the paver but would not remove the oil.  The 147 

Cyclone
®
 system would entail spraying, recovering, reusing the dirty water and filtering it; it 148 

would remove everything.  In response to Dr. Spiro’s question, Mr. Hunsaker confirmed that the 149 

video shown was of the Cyclone
®
 system.  Mr. Hunsaker noted that some of the hydraulic spills 150 

were challenging because of how absorbent the material was.  Mr. Hall noted that it looked good, 151 

at first, and then faded, over time, because the sun was pulling the oil imbedded into the paver 152 

back up to the surface. 153 

 Dr. Spiro voiced concern about rust on the gutters.  Mr. Hall advised that pressure 154 

cleaning would not remove rust stains.  Rust stains could only be removed with a chemical 155 

remover.  Dr. Spiro noticed rust on the bricks and cleaning the bricks could cause streaks but 156 

recalled that this ended, due to rust mitigation in the wells.  Mr. Hall noted that CLI ground 157 

water had an extremely high rust content.  The chemical helped but did not eliminate it 158 

completely.  Dr. Spiro asked if the rust was iron in the water or the metal containers underneath 159 

the ground.  Mr. Adams indicated that there was iron in the water, which was prominent in 160 

Southwest Florida, in the first 30’, which is the surface water aquifer.  There could be decent 161 

control but not 100% control, which was certainly better than not controlling it.  Dr. Spiro was 162 
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concerned that the District spent a lot of money to clean the roads, yet the rust was continuing to 163 

increase.  Mr. Adams recommended increasing the iron reduction program, which entailed 164 

applying a chemical treatment to remove the rust on a periodic basis. 165 

Mr. Castillo asked if anything additional must be completed for the well irrigation 166 

system.  Mr. Adams explained that water was treated as it was removed from the ground.  As the 167 

flow goes through, it pulls the chemical and dissipates the iron.  Mr. Hall did not know the depth 168 

of the original wells.  Mr. Adams speculated that they were surface water wells.  Dr. Spiro 169 

reported that, according to the survey, residents were in favor of roadway cleaning for all roads 170 

and requested a proposal.  Mr. Hunsaker was concerned about Republic’s responsibility.  Dr. 171 

Spiro recalled that a certain amount of cleaning was required in areas where the oil spill 172 

occurred.  Mr. Weightman advised that Republic was responsible for their portion.  Mr. 173 

Hunsaker pointed out that, as the streets were cleaned, the spots would be addressed.  Dr. Spiro 174 

asked if the proposal would have start dates, stop times and methodologies.  Mr. Hunsaker 175 

recalled that the Board did not want to start until November and anticipated that the project 176 

would take five to six hours per day, for 62 days but this could be reduced, with an additional 177 

machine.  Mr. Hall expected first phase of the work to take place in the main loop and Cory Lake 178 

Drive.   179 

Dr. Spiro wondered if tracks would leave tire marks if a piece was cleaned and the next 180 

day a big truck rolled over it.  Mr. Hunsaker referred to the demo performed four months ago.  181 

The area was extremely dirty and, after it was cleaned, there was an immediate difference.  Mr. 182 

Hall noted that the demo was performed on the right side of Cachet Isle Drive, before the bridge.  183 

Dr. Spiro asked if a road must be blocked off for a period of time, after cleaning.  Mr. Hunsaker 184 

replied no, as 85% of the water would be recovered immediately.  Every area would be pre-185 

treated with a detergent.  Dr. Spiro suggested treating for rust at the same time.  Mr. Hunsaker 186 

pointed out that the road was pretreated with a degreaser and detergent.  Mr. Adams indicated 187 

that the rust treatment could be applied afterwards.  Mr. Hunsaker advised that there was a 188 

reaction time where the acid oxidizes, causing the rust to disappear.  When Care performs the 189 

road cleaning, the staining would be addressed.  It depended on what was being removed 190 

because pavers were difficult to clean.   191 
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Mr. Hall advised that the roads must be re-sanded because the suction from the Cyclone
®

 192 

would remove the surface sand.  As long as there was sand three-quarters up the paver, it would 193 

not move and the last quarter inch would be filled in with surface dirt and grime; however, since 194 

the community was not cleaned in 20 years, sections needed sand, due to rains washing the sand 195 

away. 196 

Mr. Hunsaker would provide a proposal at the September Sunshine Board, for 197 

consideration at the September Board meeting.  Mr. Weightman would work with Care. 198 

***Mr. Weightman and Mr. Hunsaker left the meeting.*** 199 

 200 

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Presentation and Consideration of Envera 201 

Systems Virtual Guard System and 202 

Proposal for Morris Bridge Entry  203 

 204 

Mr. Adams distributed a revised proposal from Envera Systems, LLC, (Envera) and 205 

introduced Mr. Jim Bispo, of Envera. 206 

Mr. Bispo referred to the summary page. 207 

In response to Dr. Spiro’s question, Mr. Bispo explained that fingerprint access was not 208 

as reliable as card access, due to people placing sweaty fingers on the scanner.  A piece of the 209 

proposal for access control was unification of the entire database.  The entire database would be 210 

reviewed to ensure that all residents were included and then affixed to one platform.  Dr. Spiro 211 

asked about the number of incidents with the current fingerprint system.  Ms. Darby indicated 212 

that, lately, it seemed to be working; however, there were internet connectivity problems.  Mr. 213 

Hall confirmed that the current system was an “entry test” for the company and outdated.   214 

Dr. Spiro clarified that his concern was with Envera’s fingerprint scanner and whether the 215 

fingerprint system would be burdensome.  The majority of the time, Dr. Spiro never had 216 

problems.  Mr. Hall estimated that their fingerprint scanner worked 95% of the time.   217 

Discussion ensued regarding the pros and cons between fingerprint and card scanners.  218 

Mr. Hall pointed out that, regardless of whether someone had a card, if someone was 219 

standing outside of the gate, someone would let them in; if no one lets them in, the individual 220 

could jump over the fence. 221 
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The Board preferred the fingerprint scanner.  Mr. Bispo referred to the cost for the 222 

fingerprint scanner in the proposal.  It would be an additional cost, due to having a different level 223 

of control. 224 

Regarding the proposal, Mr. Bispo pointed out that the driver’s license scanner was 225 

moved to the virtual gate guard portion of the proposal, which decreased from $36,000 to 226 

$24,000, and the cost for the hosting kiosk decreased. 227 

Dr. Spiro asked about the gym fingerprint scanner.  Mr. Bispo noted that all entrances 228 

should be covered.  Mr. Hall believed that all scanners were on the same network. 229 

Dr. Spiro inquired about the number of cameras in the clubhouse.  Mr. Bispo replied nine 230 

in the clubhouse and eight in the pool area.  Mr. Adams indicated that it includes the gym. 231 

Dr. Spiro estimated the following: 232 

 $20,000 per year for maintenance of the current system 233 

 $50,000 – per year Recurring monthly investment with Envera 234 

 $32,000 – per year Purchasing lease option  235 

Dr. Spiro figured that financing $32,000, over five years, plus $50,000, equated to 236 

$80,000 per year, which was an increase of $60,000, over the current contract.  Mr. Hall 237 

calculated $27,000 in maintenance repairs this year.  Dr. Spiro noted that “Contractual 238 

maintenance” for 2016 was $9,180 per month, which was Identitech.  Mr. Hall confirmed that 239 

Identitech charges this year were $18,385.  Dr. Spiro asked if uncoded expenses of $13,000 were 240 

for Identitech.  Mr. Adams thought that a portion of the expenses could be for Identitech.  Under 241 

“Facilities maintenance”, Dr. Spiro noted that “Security gate maintenance & repair” and 242 

“Security technology repairs” totaled $10,000.   243 

Overall, Dr. Spiro calculated spending $50,000 per year with the Envera proposal.  For 244 

$50,000, he envisioned someone patrolling.  245 

Mr. Castillo voiced concern about the recurring charge of $2,400, per month, and 246 

compared it to the cost for a monthly guard.  Dr. Spiro noted that a guard would cost less.  Mr. 247 

Castillo felt that a guard monitoring the gates 24/7 was less costly and that barrier arms at the 248 

Morris Bridge entrance were unnecessary; the money should be spent for basketball and tennis 249 

courts.  Dr. Spiro verified that $24,000 per year was available for a guard at the guardhouse. 250 
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Dr. Spiro assumed that Envera was more money because it was a re-haul of the current 251 

system and that the virtual guard was controversial.  He felt that turning more virtual would be 252 

challenging and that investing $50,000 per year into Envera did not make sense until more live 253 

guards were eliminated. 254 

Mr. Castillo asked Mr. Hall how frequently problems with the current system occurred, 255 

as his card always worked.  Mr. Hall stated that there were fail safes to keep the guard gates 256 

operational, even though it was not recording information to the system.  Mr. Hall and Ms. 257 

Darby were reporting issues to the gate contractor on a routine basis, which was frustrating.  It 258 

was difficult to determine whether the problems were with Brighthouse or Identitech.  After 259 

much finger pointing, a third party vendor was called to determine the problem.  Mr. Castillo 260 

surmised that a new system for access control was needed that could be integrated with the 261 

current database and cameras.  Dr. Spiro recalled Identitech making this commitment at the sale 262 

but what was purchased was not what was delivered.  Identitech promised a single database.   263 

Dr. Spiro asked if a large percentage of the problems would diminish, if the virtual guard 264 

portion with Identitech was stopped.  Mr. Hall replied no; multiple vendors were trying to make 265 

one process function and, when problems occurred, no one knew who was at fault.  The current 266 

problem was whether an outdated switch was overloaded, because five vendors were utilizing it, 267 

and an issue with when equipment could be repaired.  Dr. Spiro asked if there was a current 268 

system that was not covered by Envera.  Mr. Hall indicated that the Envera proposal would 269 

remove the need for the other vendors.  Mr. Adams stated that the Envera proposal did not cover 270 

gate maintenance.   271 

Mr. Adams explained that the Envera proposal consolidated the current technology and 272 

credential program and choosing whether to have a live guard on a shift, versus a virtual guard 273 

from a remote location could be quickly and easily adjusted.  Mr. Bispo confirmed that the 274 

proposal included eight hours of monitoring overnight, with a kiosk and a truck lane with 24-275 

hour monitoring.  The District would receive a security system that encapsulates everything that 276 

was tractable, including driver’s license.  Mr. Adams pointed out that the District would utilize 277 

Envera’s software, even during the day with the onsite guards, with Envera servicing and 278 

managing the software, remotely.  Dr. Spiro asked if the additional gate arms were for the virtual 279 

guard, to turn someone around.  Mr. Adams stated only during the day but not at night.  Mr. 280 
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Bispo advised that allowing someone into the community without a method for turning them 281 

around was a problem.  Mr. Castillo felt that spending $32,000 was not warranted.  Mr. Adams 282 

suggested avoiding it, initially but revisiting it, if there was an issue.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that it 283 

could be considered if they were considering a virtual guard.   284 

Mr. Hall asked if someone was monitoring the system for eight hours, whether there was 285 

someone monitoring the other 16 hours.  Mr. Bispo indicated that Envera provides 24/365 286 

monitoring, with over 165 virtual guards on staff and 30 employees that manage everything.  The 287 

servers were in Sarasota.  Mr. Adams pointed out that Staff would receive an alert, even though 288 

they were not monitoring.  Mr. Hall noted that Staff did not have to self-diagnose.   Mr. Bispo 289 

explained that, if a guard noticed something, they could click on a button and the process was 290 

noted as an event.  Mr. Bispo suggested that the Board and Staff visit their Sarasota office. 291 

Dr. Spiro projected that the District was paying $252,000 to U.S. Security.  There were 292 

currently no savings but if the Board chose to use more virtual systems, for every eliminated 293 

shift, the District would save $24,000.  Mr. Bispo clarified that their costs were one-third of a 294 

live guard.  Mr. Adams confirmed that a shift from Alert Protective Services (Alert) was 295 

$41,000; compared to the Envera proposal, where a shift was $50,000, or $150,000 per 296 

gatehouse, per year.  By removing the six barrier arms, Dr. Spiro estimated that everything else 297 

in the Envera proposal was in line with the Identitech proposal. 298 

Ms. Darby asked if there were two-way radios to catch trespassers at the pool and gym.  299 

Mr. Bispo explained that Envera used military grade analytics to move the cameras.  When 300 

anyone breaks a virtual perimeter, they are boxed off by Envera’s software and everything that 301 

they do is recorded.  Envera is notified within six seconds.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that this was at 302 

the pool, not the gym and someone leaving 100 pound dumbbells on the floor would not take 303 

place with real time monitoring.  Dr. Spiro asked if there was an additional fee for this service.  304 

Mr. Bispo replied no. 305 

Mr. Bispo asked whether Staff must review video footage.  Ms. Darby replied 306 

affirmatively.  Mr. Hall explained that Staff must go through multiple systems just to find the 307 

information.  Mr. Bispo advised that 7% of the cameras go to a dead end where someone must 308 

review video.  Envera pulls the video and has a team of people that reviews the information and 309 
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sends it to Staff.  Ms. Darby noted that Staff currently must go through two systems to review 310 

video. 311 

Mr. Castillo asked whether the rate would decrease if the eight-hour overnight 312 

monitoring was eliminated but the truck lane is monitored 24 hours.  Mr. Bispo must review the 313 

proposal because part of the eight-hour monitoring was the kiosk.  Without coverage of the truck 314 

lane, a guard must man the gate.  When someone pulls up to the gate, the virtual guard takes a 315 

picture of the driver’s face and requests their driver’s license.  Having the kiosk allows the gate 316 

to become virtual.  Dr. Spiro asked if the 24-hour truck lane monitoring eliminates a live guard.  317 

Mr. Bispo replied affirmatively.  Mr. Castillo asked if the truck lane was an issue.  Mr. Adams 318 

pointed out that a guard must walk across lanes to get to the truck.  Mr. Hall receives many 319 

complaints because the guard cannot be in two places at once.  Lines back up and cause 320 

frustrations.  Mr. Bispo explained that if the truck driver passed through before and was on the 321 

list, once the truck driver provides their driver’s license, the transaction would take 15 seconds. 322 

Mr. Woodards felt that Envera provided an alternative to their current system.  Mr. 323 

Adams agreed, noting that it provides flexibility, if this worked out well. 324 

Mr. Shah asked what happened if the truck driver was visiting two or three addresses.  325 

Mr. Bispo indicated that, if there were multiple residents, the system could default to the last 326 

address or the guard could verify where the truck driver was going. 327 

Mr. Adams addressed the following charges for the Envera system: 328 

 $90,000 for installation, with the removal of the six barrier arms at the Morris 329 

Bridge Road gatehouse 330 

 $27,600 annual or $2,300 monthly – financing  331 

 $50,700 – Reoccurring charge 332 

 $27,600 + $50,700 = $80,000 per year; - $22,000 what was currently spent, 333 

=$58,000 334 

Mr. Carpenter preferred the virtual guard.  Mr. Hall anticipated resistance from residents.  335 

Dr. Spiro anticipated spending more money for the virtual guard. 336 

Mr. Spiro proposed discussing this matter further under “Other Business”. 337 

 338 

 339 
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Approval of Minutes 340 
   341 

A. July 21, 2016 Regular Meeting 342 

Dr. Spiro presented the July 21, 2016 Regular Meeting Minutes and asked for any 343 

additions, deletions or corrections.    344 

B. August 1, 2016 Security Committee Meeting 345 

Dr. Spiro presented the August 1, 2016 Security Committee Meeting Minutes and asked 346 

for any additions, deletions or corrections. 347 

C. August 1, 2016 - August 12, 2016 Sunshine Board (to be provided under separate 348 

cover) 349 

Dr. Spiro presented the August 1, 2016 - August 12, 2016 Sunshine Board Minutes and 350 

asked for any additions, deletions or corrections. 351 

Mr. Adams requested that Ms. Darby remove Carrie Bercan from the logon.  Dr. Spiro 352 

provided instructions. 353 

 354 

On MOTION by Dr. Spiro and seconded by Mr. Shah, with all 355 

in favor, the July 21, 2016 Regular Meeting, August 1, 2016 356 

Security Committee Meeting and August 1 - August 12, 2016 357 

Sunshine Board Meeting Minutes, as presented, were 358 

approved.  359 

 360 

 361 

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Acceptance of Unaudited Financial 362 

Statements as of June 30, 2016 363 

 364 

Mr. Adams presented the Unaudited Financial Statements as of June 30, 2016.  365 

Dr. Spiro noted that the District was under budget, the Capital Fund budget was 366 

inaccurate, as it did not include the informational signs, and recommended rolling the capital into 367 

next year’s budget. 368 

 369 

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Consideration of Proposal(s) for Security 370 

Services and Interview of Proposer(s) 371 
   372 

A. Alert Protective Services 373 

B. A-SV Security Inc. 374 
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Mr. Shah recommended the cost versus the services.   375 

Dr. Spiro asked why the A-SV Security Inc., (A-SV), included Linda, their current guard.  376 

Mr. Adams surmised that A-SV hoped to retain her services, which was not uncommon.  Mr. 377 

Adams provided a revised proposal from A-SV.  They had not identified holidays and whether 378 

the District would be charged for holidays.  Mr. Michael Stuart, of A-SV, stated that the District 379 

would be charged for six or seven holidays at time-and-a-half of the $15.85, or $23.78. 380 

Dr. Spiro recalled going out for an RFP and that the only proposal received was from 381 

Alert.  Mr. Adams pointed out that two other companies and A-SV responded.  A-SV is a “start-382 

up” firm with only three local references, primarily apartment complexes and providing roving 383 

patrols for hotels.  Mr. Adams recalled that Mr. Stuart was with U.S. Security. 384 

Mr. Adams contacted Alert’s references.  The HOA Board President of Bay Port Colony 385 

never responded.  Mr. Mike Milak, of Bobcat Trail CDD, who was involved with security 386 

services, highly recommended Alert, as they provided good supervision and had low turnover.  387 

Bobcat Trail used to have their security in-house.  The Live Oak CDD Community Manager, Mr. 388 

Sola Adewunmi, stated that, at first, he was disappointed with Alert but, after addressing their 389 

shortcomings and deficiencies, with Mr. Jason Hamilton of Alert, within a short period of time, 390 

Alert improved.  Mr. Adewunmi highly recommended Alert.  Mr. Adams could not reach Silver 391 

Oak.  Island at West Villages was a developer controlled community.   392 

Mr. Adams reported that Alert cost 10% more to switch from U.S. Security.  The last rate 393 

adjustment with U.S. Security was five years ago and, with a 2% rate adjustment, per year, by 394 

changing to Alert, the District was on track with normal cost increases.  Mr. Adams felt that 395 

Alert was competitive, based on what they proposed to pay their guards and their rates.  With A-396 

SV, the District would pay $1.50 more per guard per hour.  Mr. Adams was not impressed with 397 

A-SV. 398 

Mr. Shah asked if the Board was choosing between Envera and Alert.  Dr. Spiro 399 

explained that Envera was handling the virtual guards, only, and Alert was providing live guards.  400 

The choice was between Alert and U.S. Security.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that the Board was very 401 

dissatisfied with U.S. Security.  Mr. Hall recalled that, at the last meeting, a representative of 402 

U.S. Security asked what they could do.  This week, U.S. Security asked for a meeting.  This 403 
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week, Mr. Shah drove a car without a sticker.  Before he reached the gate, the guard opened the 404 

gate.  No one checked his identification.  Mr. Hall reported that the gate opener was fired. 405 

Dr. Spiro proposed paying an additional $20,000 to have live security guards.  He hoped 406 

that purchasing another virtual guard would offset the additional $20,000 to switch from U.S. 407 

Security to Alert.  Mr. Castillo calculated a savings of $13,000 by not having a virtual guard. 408 

Dr. Spiro referred to Page 2, of the Fiscal Year 2016 budget; $8,000 was budgeted for 409 

“Security staffing contract services - other”, which was not used.  It was supposed to be used for 410 

off-duty police officers.  The $8,000 could be used to hire Alert.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that 411 

$10,000 was budgeted for “Legal” but only $1,284 was spent.  Mr. Adams suggested budgeting 412 

$5,000 for “Legal”, for a savings of $5,000.  Dr. Spiro estimated $18,000 that could be used to 413 

hire alert, without having to increase operation and maintenance (O&M) assessments. 414 

Mr. Shah recalled Mr. Hall estimated $252,000 for security services but the proposal was 415 

$256,405.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that $230,500 was budgeted for “Security staffing contract 416 

services”.  Mr. Adams concurred, noting that Alert’s proposed amount of $256,401, as shown on 417 

Page 35, was approximately $25,000 more than the current contract.   418 

Regarding U.S. Security not increasing their rate in five years, Mr. Adams recalled 419 

asking U.S. Security if an increase in hourly rates would help them to secure a higher security 420 

guard and U.S. Security declined, saying that they were properly funded. 421 

 422 

On MOTION by Dr. Spiro and seconded by Mr. Woodards, 423 

with all in favor, the Alert Protective Services proposal, for 424 

security services, in a not-to-exceed amount of $256,405 per 425 

year, as shown on Page 35 of the proposal, was approved.  426 

  427 

 428 

Mr. Adams anticipated Alert starting on October 1.  In response to Mr. Shah’s question, 429 

Dr. Spiro suggested including a welcome notice for Alert in the September Islander and 430 

requested that Ms. Darby prepare the notice and post on the Sunshine Board.  Mr. Adams would 431 

send a notice of termination to U.S. Security after confirming the state date with Alert. 432 

Mr. Shah asked if a Sunshine Board could be started in between the Sunshine Board 433 

meetings.  Dr. Spiro explained that Sunshine Boards could be scheduled at any time, as long as 434 

the office was open so there was access to the computer.  Over the past six months, Sunshine 435 
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Boards were held for two weeks, starting the first week of each month and ending on the second 436 

week.  Ms. Darby suggested scheduling the September Sunshine Board from August 29 through 437 

September 9. 438 

 439 

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Staff Reports 440 
 441 

A. District Engineer 442 

Dr. Spiro referred to an email from the District Engineer, stating that he would not be 443 

present. 444 

i. Capri Isles Path 445 

Dr. Spiro recalled that the purpose of the Capri Isle sidewalk was to stop people from 446 

walking in the street because they did not want to walk further, which was dangerous. 447 

Mr. Woodards pointed out that they were elected to make decisions and Capri Isle was 448 

part of this community.  The Board should make a decision and not delay it further.  Dr. Spiro 449 

explained that this matter was delayed because the prior District Engineer did not obtain 450 

proposals.  The new District Engineer provided a revised plan, which made sense. 451 

Mr. Hall and the District Engineer discussed the largest expense, which was the lighting.  452 

LED lights were expensive.  Dr. Spiro reviewed the plan and questioned the price.  Mr. Hall was 453 

waiting for the contractor to provide a price for concrete for the new layout; it should not be 454 

more than the original cost.  The new layout abuts the street and utilizes the existing lighting.  In 455 

response to Mr. Shah’s question, Dr. Spiro estimated that the sidewalk was 100’.  Mr. Adams 456 

pointed out that the original plan was beside a house and the sidewalk was unlit for a longer 457 

stretch.  The revised plan brings the sidewalk closer to the road to make use of existing street 458 

lighting. 459 

Mr. Castillo believed that a lot of landscaping must be replaced.  Mr. Hall noted that the 460 

sidewalk was closer to the tree line and the same amount of landscaping would be replaced.  461 

Some trees could be relocated but others could not be replaced, due to the root structure.  In 462 

response to a question, Mr. Hall indicated that only Sabal Palms and smaller plants would be 463 

removed.   464 

Mr. Shah clarified that the $12,000 was for the concrete but not the landscaping.  Mr. 465 

Adams concurred.  Mr. Hall recalled that the concrete cost $7,000 and landscaping was $4,000 to 466 
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$5,000.  Landscape Maintenance Professionals, Inc., (LMP), was providing the plants.  Mr. Hall 467 

noted a small retaining wall that would be included with the concrete price.  The retaining wall 468 

would be 8” to 10”.  The sidewalk was ADA compliant. 469 

Dr. Spiro recalled discussing using existing lighting two meetings ago, as the original 470 

proposal with lighting cost $70,000. 471 

Mr. Carpenter asked if there was a walkway on the other side of the road.  Dr. Spiro 472 

advised of a sidewalk on the other side of the street.  Mr. Adams explained that the new sidewalk 473 

ties into the curb.  If someone walked across the street, it ties into the sidewalk on the other side.  474 

There would be a ramp on the other side, as part of the proposal. 475 

Mr. Woodards asked if there was adequate lighting.  Dr. Spiro agreed with the District 476 

Engineer’s recommendation.  Mr. Woodards inquired if it cost more to change the lighting later.  477 

Dr. Spiro does not know but, according to the map, there was a lip on the other side for people to 478 

cross.  Mr. Adams felt there was enough openness to have enough light and, by the road, there 479 

was existing lighting.  It was not a highly illuminated sidewalk but the community did not have 480 

highly illuminated sidewalks.  If the Board received complaints, Mr. Adams pointed out that 481 

lights would not need to be the full length. 482 

Mr. Hall left the meeting to handle an issue. 483 

Regarding the drainage structures, Mr. Adams recalled that the District Engineer was 484 

brainstorming cheaper ways to address the deterioration of those structures, versus the large 485 

replacement discussed by the prior District Engineer. 486 

 487 

On MOTION by Dr. Spiro and seconded by Mr. Woodards, 488 

with all in favor, authorization to proceed with installation of 489 

the Capri Isle sidewalk, in a not-to-exceed amount of $12,000, 490 

was approved.  491 

 492 

B. Office Administrator 493 

Ms. Darby reported that the Capri Isle path letter was published in The Islander, along 494 

with the Staff introductions. 495 

Ms. Darby was continuing to contact food trucks.  She contacted the food truck owner 496 

that sold crepes, via email, twice but had not received a response.  Another food truck owner said 497 
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that their truck was not in service and a third food truck owner was supposed to contact her 498 

today.   499 

Ms. Darby and Mr. Hall worked on the gym rules and revised the current Fitness 500 

Agreement to include the gym rules.  Dr. Spiro asked if the rules were posted.  Mr. Hall was 501 

redoing the sign so it had a bigger presence.   502 

Ms. Darby questioned the office hours, as Staff was in place.  Signs in the office were 503 

being replaced.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that, on Sunday, no one was at the office.  Ms. Darby was 504 

handling this.  She was not aware that the office was closed and was working with the pool 505 

attendants to ensure that someone would be at the office on weekends. 506 

Dr. Spiro did not expect the Beach Club office to be open past 5:00 p.m., on several 507 

nights.  Ms. Darby did not want the Sunshine Board to say that the Beach Club office was open 508 

until 6:00 p.m. when it was closed.  Mr. Castillo pointed out that the Beach Club office was open 509 

until 9:00 p.m. twice per week.  Mr. Woodards did not have a problem, as long as the hours were 510 

posted.  Mr. Shah preferred 9:00 a.m., to 1:00 p.m. on Saturday.   511 

Ms. Darby voiced concern about people renting out the Beach Club from 5:00 p.m., to 512 

11:00 p.m., as no one would be there to discuss the rules of the facility with the renter; although, 513 

there was a checklist.  If the office was closed at 1:00 p.m., no one on Staff would be there.  Ms. 514 

Darby noted slow times and times where there was a congregation of people coming to the 515 

facility.   516 

Mr. Carpenter stated that, as part of the rules, an attendant was supposed to be present 517 

during parties.  In response to Ms. Darby’s question, it was noted that CDD Staff was supposed 518 

to be present.  Dr. Spiro wanted to revisit the policy.  Mr. Castillo asked if there were issues with 519 

the $500 deposit.  Ms. Darby had not experienced any issues since she started, in April.  In 520 

response to Dr. Spiro’s question, Ms. Darby indicated that the amount of the rental fee was $350.  521 

Dr. Spiro commented that, for $350, the District was making money on the event.  Ms. Darby 522 

felt that the rental fee should depend on the event.  She never received anything from residents or 523 

security guards saying that something happened and they had no one to contact.  Dr. Spiro asked 524 

if the pool attendant was aware of the parties and events.  Ms. Darby replied no.  Dr. Spiro 525 

suggested hiring for the events.  Ms. Darby only has part-time employees.  Mr. Woodards 526 

pointed out that residents did not cause damage and suggested that the discretion be upon Ms. 527 
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Darby to hire someone to handle the event.  Mr. Castillo believed that the $1,000 deposit caused 528 

people to be more careful and, since the rates were reduced, Mr. Castillo suggested looking at 529 

raising the $350 rental fee to $500.  Dr. Spiro felt that $350 was sufficient.  Mr. Shah stated that 530 

the fee should fit the event, a 25
th

 Wedding Anniversary, versus a party with teenagers.  Ms. 531 

Darby felt that the language in the Reservation Agreement was strong.  The cleaning crew would 532 

inform her if there were problems.  Ms. Darby preferred that the Beach Club office remain open 533 

from 9:00 a.m., to 5:00 p.m., on Saturday. 534 

There was Board consensus for the revised Beach Club office hours:  535 

Monday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 536 

Tuesday 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 537 

Wednesday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 538 

Thursday 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 539 

Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 540 

Saturday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 541 

Mr. Hall returned to the meeting.  He noted that someone turned off the power without 542 

checking the time on the timer.  Mr. Hall reset the timer.   543 

Mr. Castillo received many complaints about the dress code at the pool.  People were 544 

jumping in the pool fully clothed.  Mr. Hall explained that this was a cultural matter.  Mr. 545 

Castillo preferred swimwear at the pool.  This item was tabled to “Supervisor Comments”. 546 

***Ms. Darby left the meeting.*** 547 

Mr. Shah received complaints about a loose basketball backboard.   Mr. Hall never 548 

received complaints about the backboard and would investigate.   549 

Dr. Spiro recalled requesting proposals for speed humps.  Mr. Hall reported that the 550 

engineering drawing was for an asphalt road and CLI had paver roads.  It must be redesigned.  551 

According to the District Engineer’s report, Mr. Chang was supposed to speak to Mr. Steve 552 

Tuliano, of Brick Paving Systems (BPS), regarding what needs to be done.  Mr. Tuliano advised 553 

that a speed table was a deterrent, as people would learn to drive over it at the speed they were 554 

used to.  Dr. Spiro disagreed, as speed tables could be set at 20 miles-per-hour (mph).  Mr. Hall 555 

felt that the design was for a fully crested speed hump and the Board wanted pavers in the center, 556 

a flat rise and concrete on each side to hold the pavers in place.  Mr. Chang was supposed to 557 
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provide this design.  Mr. Adams will follow up with Mr. Chang.  There should not be a charge 558 

for the design.  Dr. Spiro requested the design by the Sunshine Board. 559 

Dr. Spiro voiced concern about the amount of speeding.  Mr. Hall advised that the speed 560 

sign registered someone driving 64 mph. 561 

Mr. Carpenter felt that one speed hump was not sufficient because people drive fast after 562 

traversing the speed hump.  Dr. Spiro suggested installing a camera.  Mr. Shah does not like 563 

speed devices.  Dr. Spiro felt that the numbers speak for themselves, as 5% do not care about 564 

speeding and proposed installing one speed bump, as a test, to see if it curbed the speeding.  Dr. 565 

Spiro further proposed a survey to find the tolerance level of speeding.    566 

C. Facilities Manager  567 

Mr. Hall presented his report to the Board.   568 

Dr. Spiro stated that LMP submitted a proposal to maintain street trees.  According to the 569 

survey, residents were in favor, even with the price.  In response to Dr. Spiro’s question, Mr. 570 

Hall indicated that LMP would not warranty any existing tree.  Dr. Spiro advised that, if an 571 

existing tree died, the homeowner must replace it one time by purchasing a tree through LMP.  572 

Mr. Hall pointed out that, if the tree was purchased from LMP and LMP installed the tree, LMP 573 

would warranty the tree.  Dr. Spiro explained that the resident had four types of trees to choose 574 

from.  Mr. Castillo asked if it was possible to change the types of trees available.  Dr. Spiro was 575 

not in favor of the Sabal Palm Tree.  The choices were Queen, Sylvester and Canary Palm Trees. 576 

Dr. Spiro proposed removing the Sabal Palm Tree from the tree options.  Mr. Carpenter 577 

noted no existing tree policy. 578 

 579 

On MOTION by Dr. Spiro and seconded by Mr. Woodards, 580 

with all in favor, removing the Sabal Palm Tree as an option 581 

and allowing the planting of Queen, Canary and Sylvester 582 

Palm Trees, in front of homes, were approved. 583 

 584 

 585 

Mr. Carpenter pointed out that it took four minutes to do what the POA had taken five 586 

months not to do.  Dr. Spiro advised that it was not in the jurisdiction of the POA. 587 

Discussion ensued regarding the LMP proposal. 588 
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Mr. Castillo asked if the 321 trees included trees on easements, as the tree was on his 589 

property and LMP could not maintain it.  Mr. Hall clarified that the 321 trees were between the 590 

sidewalk and curb.  Residents who called about removing dead branches would be included on a 591 

list and would be charged an additional cost.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that the first year costs were 592 

estimates and actual costs would be known in the second year.  Mr. Castillo noted that twice per 593 

year trimming was not enough.  Mr. Adams believed that the Queen Palms would grow faster 594 

and explained that, typically, trimmings were at the 9-3 and 10-2 positions; any further trimming 595 

would make the tree unsightly. 596 

Dr. Spiro felt that there was room for negotiation with LMP. 597 

Mr. Hall was waiting for the prior District Engineer’s contractor to provide a proposal for 598 

more usable space in the gym and café.  Regarding the café, Mr. Hall spoke to J-Bolt 599 

Construction (J-Bolt), which was recommended by Mr. Chang and were familiar with CLI.  J-600 

Bolt sent out an Architect to confirm what was necessary.  Two days ago, Mr. Hall met with the 601 

Architect, who pointed out a myriad of issues.  J-Bolt would provide cost estimate for floors, 602 

walls, countertops, counters, grease traps and bathrooms.  The entire building would be ADA 603 

compliant.  Dr. Spiro recalled that the café was supposed to be open in June.  Mr. Hall noted that 604 

the Architect found issues that needed further clarification, such as including seats.   605 

Dr. Spiro felt that the café was going in the wrong direction.  Mr. Adams agreed, as the 606 

costs to redo the café would be far more expensive than the Board originally envisioned; going 607 

from an area that could provide pre-made food to an area where food would be prepared.  Mr. 608 

Adams believed that Ms. Stewart realized that, which was why she hesitated to provide costs, as 609 

there were issues with the building that never should have been allowed to occur.   610 

Mr. Adams noted the following issues with the cafe: 611 

 No ADA accessibility into the building from the handicap parking. 612 

 Bathrooms were too small for a wheelchair. 613 

 Lack of fire suppression throughout the building. 614 

 Food preparation issues. 615 

Mr. Hall explained that the existing equipment must be removed, as an Occupational 616 

License was required and the equipment must be up to code.  Mr. Castillo noted that the District 617 

spent a lot of money on new equipment.  Mr. Woodards asked what they could do.  Mr. Adams 618 
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recommended offering prepared foods and having the food truck.  Mr. Castillo felt that the main 619 

issue was removing the existing equipment.  Mr. Adams disagreed; there was some expense but 620 

the grills could be sold as surplus to offset the cost of removing the equipment. 621 

Mr. Woodards asked if people holding parties could use the equipment.  Mr. Hall 622 

indicated that they could not cook but the event could be catered.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that, if 623 

the kitchen was scaled back, residents would complain.  Mr. Hall requested a cost estimate from 624 

J-Bolt Construction.   625 

Dr. Spiro suggested making the bathrooms unisex.  Mr. Hall noted that a “potty to patron 626 

ratio” must be taken into account, which may result in enlarging the restrooms.  Mr. Castillo felt 627 

that this was too much work and was not in favor.  Mr. Hall recalled receiving positive feedback 628 

from residents when the café was opened.  Mr. Castillo anticipated that the cost would be 629 

comparable to building a café across the street.  Mr. Hall reviewed Reserve Reports from 2008 to 630 

present.  There was no money allocated for a building across the street; only boat parking. 631 

D. District Manager 632 

ii. NEXT MEETING DATE: September 15, 2016 at 6:00 P.M. 633 

The next meeting is scheduled for September 15, 2016 at 6:00 p.m., at this location. 634 

***The meeting recessed at 8:56 p.m.*** 635 

***The meeting reconvened at 9:00 p.m.***   636 

***Ms. Hepscher joined the meeting, in person, at 9:00 p.m.*** 637 

 638 

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Discussion: Appraisal for Vacant Land 639 
 640 

This item was tabled to the next meeting. 641 

 642 

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Survey Results 643 
 644 

Dr. Spiro provided the following results of the survey: 645 

 This was Stage 3 of the survey, which included ten items. 646 

 Residents were told that, depending on the results, a special assessment may be 647 

imposed. 648 

 236 residents responded, or 24%. 649 
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 The margin of error, based on the response rate and total number of homes, was 650 

5.5%.   651 

 Questions were based a 3-point scale of “Yes”, “No” or “Neutral”. 652 

 Three out of the ten items were significantly in favor by residents.  Seven items 653 

were against and one item was not “For” or “Against”. 654 

 Fountain - 12% against 655 

 Picnic tables - 29% against; most people were against the cost  656 

 Fitness trail - 53% against; M/I Homes wanted to trade this area in 657 

exchange for land worth $1.5 million 658 

 Soccer field - 27% against; residents did not want it exclusive for soccer   659 

 Gym expansion - 8% against, 17% neutral, 56% for 660 

Dr. Spiro felt that the gym expansion was a split decision in favor of expanding the gym. 661 

Ms. Hepscher suggested asking, if the cost of the gym was “x”, how many would use it.  662 

Dr. Spiro explained that residents said “No” because they would not use it; the pool was 50/50 663 

because 50% of homes had pools.  Mr. Shah believed that, once the gym was expanded, more 664 

residents would use it. 665 

Mr. Castillo understood that residents were not in favor of expanding the current gym, 666 

not building a new gym.  Mr. Castillo was not in favor of expanding the small gym and believed 667 

that most residents were in favor of building a new gym.  Dr. Spiro pointed out that the result of 668 

the survey could not be used to answer that question.  Ms. Hepscher proposed a survey 669 

specifically for the gym, as she felt it was not worth the money to expand the small gym.  Mr. 670 

Woodards agreed.  Ms. Hepscher suggested selling the land and using the money for a new gym.  671 

Mr. Woodards proposed providing options to the residents on what money should be spent for, in 672 

the future, whether the gym or the kitchen.   673 

Dr. Spiro agreed with providing a reconstructed question to residents but pointed out that, 674 

if the land was sold to M/I Homes and a gym was built, there would be no more green space.  675 

Mr. Hall voiced concern that residents would not have space to play soccer or baseball.  Ms. 676 

Hepscher suggested asking residents if they wanted green space with an open field or a new 677 

gym.  The future use of the land would be discussed under “Other Business”. 678 

 Street cleaning - 9% positive 679 
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 Street pavers - 16% positive 680 

 Gutter/sidewalk cleaning - 15% positive 681 

 Sidewalk lighting (Morris Bridge) - 21% against 682 

Dr. Spiro recalled that the draft budget included $100,000 for capital items.  Mr. Adams 683 

clarified that the amount was $150,000.  Dr. Spiro noted that this Board accomplished 684 

eliminating $100,000 O&M, without increasing the budget, which increased capital from 685 

$51,000 to $150,000. 686 

Dr. Spiro noted that cleaning and re-sanding streets, over three years, was budgeted at 687 

$80,000 and $160,000 from reserves.  It would be replenished by budgeting $80,000 each year, 688 

for three years.  Street pavers were paid from reserves, this year, and $1,000 per year would be 689 

budgeted each year to replenish reserves.  Gutter/sidewalk cleaning would be paid over three 690 

years; $20,000 for the first year and $40,000 over the next two years, which residents agreed to.  691 

Dr. Spiro pointed out that the current capital was $130,000 ($150,000 minus $20,000 for 692 

security), minus $125,000 for the cleaning and re-sanding streets, street pavers and 693 

gutter/sidewalk cleaning, reducing the capital to $5,000.  For additional capital items, residents 694 

must be assessed.   695 

Dr. Spiro concluded that Stages 1 and 2 of the survey were completed, according to the 696 

plan and Stage 3 showed that residents were willing to pay a special assessment.  Dr. Spiro 697 

thanked the Board for allowing him to carry out his vision.   698 

Ms. Hepscher asked about the electronic sign.  Mr. Hall had the SD Cards and was 699 

formatting the sign.  Within the next few days, the sign should be running. 700 

 701 

TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Continued Discussion: Proposed Fiscal 702 

Year 2017 Budget 703 

 704 

Dr. Spiro noted that the LMP proposal for the palm trees was $67,510.   705 

Dr. Spiro referred to Page 19 and the $1,924.99 assessment.   706 

The following budget changes were discussed: 707 

1. Decrease “Legal - general counsel” from $10,000 to $5,000 708 

2. Increase “Security staffing contract services” from $230,500 to $256,500 709 

3. Decrease “Security staffing contract services – other” from $8,000 to zero 710 
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 Mr. Adams reported that the budget changes reduced the Capital Improvement Program 711 

(CIP) from $150,350 to $137,350, to keep assessments at $1,925.   712 

 Dr. Spiro asked if $10,000 for “Engineering” was sufficient.  Mr. Adams explained that 713 

the $10,000 was for general services and special projects costs must include engineering costs. 714 

 Dr. Spiro inquired about the $19,000 for “Uncoded”.  Mr. Adams would provide a 715 

schedule.  Dr. Spiro noticed that “Utilities”, “Communication” was over budget.  $5,000 was 716 

projected and the District spent $12,000.  Mr. Adams agreed that it was high and this item should 717 

be increased.  It included the phones and internet at the Beach Club, guardhouses and cell 718 

phones.  Dr. Spiro suggested increasing to $14,000. 719 

4. Increase “Utilities”, “Communication” from $11,683 to $14,000 720 

 Dr. Spiro asked what “CMMS license & support” was for.  Mr. Adams explained that this 721 

was the movie license for the “Dive-in Movie”.  It was an annual expense.  Dr. Spiro noted that 722 

the movie fee should be included under “Community events”. 723 

5. Remove “CMMS license & support” 724 

 Dr. Spiro asked about “Landscaping”.  Mr. Adams explained that the amount coincided 725 

with LMP’s contract and there was an additional $25,000 for contingency.  Dr. Spiro requested 726 

that Mr. Adams negotiate with LMP to provide additional trimming for $67,510 but keep palms 727 

6’ above the sidewalk.  Mr. Shah preferred a set price.  Mr. Carpenter wondered if LMP should 728 

warranty the trees.  Mr. Shah questioned how many trees were missing.  Mr. Hall replied it 729 

depends on the type of tree.  Dr. Spiro felt that residents should be responsible for missing trees.  730 

They would purchase the tree from LMP and LMP would install and warranty the tree.  Dr. Spiro 731 

voiced concern about LMP “price gouging” residents.  In response to Mr. Shah’s question, Dr. 732 

Spiro noted no enforcement of missing trees.  Mr. Castillo commented that, if residents want a 733 

tree in their easement, residents must pay for it.  If they wanted a warranty, the tree should be 734 

purchased from LMP.  Dr. Spiro recalled a resident who replanted a tree three times because it 735 

kept dying.  Mr. Hall reported that LMP would test the soil before planting a tree, which would 736 

be an additional charge to the resident, as the University of South Florida tests the soil to find out 737 

what killed the tree.  Dr. Spiro felt that, if LMP provided a warranty and maintains the tree, 738 

residents would purchase the tree.  Mr. Carpenter agreed with Mr. Shah’s concern about 739 
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enforcement.  Mr. Shah estimated that 100 trees were missing.  Dr. Spiro estimated that between 740 

80 and 120 trees were missing. 741 

 There was Board consensus to include $67,000 for “Easement tree maintenance”. 742 

 Tree trimming was addressed.  Mr. Hall explained that a truck with a crane must be used 743 

to trim the tall trees.  Mr. Castillo noted one-time costs, such as mulch.  Mr. Hall advised that 744 

mulch would be paid out of “mulching”.  The injections would prevent against infections.  Dr. 745 

Spiro estimated $6,600 in one-time costs.  Mr. Shah wanted LMP to warranty the trees after two 746 

years.  Dr. Spiro felt that was unrealistic.  Mr. Adams advised that a one-year warranty was 747 

standard.  Mr. Hall pointed out that LMP provided a warranty on trees near irrigation.  The 748 

District was responsible for non-irrigated trees that die.  Mr. Hall indicated that LMP would 749 

replace plants because plants were a limited expense. 750 

 Regarding tree trimming, Mr. Castillo estimated $39 per tree for twice per year trimming. 751 

 Dr. Spiro proposed negotiating a fixed price from LMP for a soil sample, palm trees and 752 

trimming twice per year and when necessary.  Mr. Woodards felt that once per year tree 753 

trimming was not enough and it should be as needed.  Dr. Spiro clarified that LMP trimmed 754 

twice per year and, in between, as needed.  If LMP was not trimming properly, points would be 755 

deducted from their rating. 756 

6. Include $67,000 for “Easement tree maintenance” 757 

 Dr. Spiro addressed the Envera proposal.  The total amount was $90,000.  For the 758 

fingerprint scanner, $10,000 was added, increasing the total amount to $100,000.  With 759 

financing, the total amount was $125,000, over 60 months.  There was an additional $58,000 in 760 

costs, per year, by financing.  Mr. Castillo asked if this included the purchase of the equipment.  761 

Dr. Spiro replied affirmatively.  This did not include $32,000 for the barrier arms.  For budgeting 762 

purposes, Dr. Spiro estimated $77,000. 763 

 Mr. Castillo provided a recap and breakdown on the virtual guard to Ms. Hepscher.  Mr. 764 

Castillo estimated that the savings was $13,000, keeping the current equipment.  Dr. Spiro 765 

pointed out that, by having the virtual guard, they were not only improving the technology but 766 

changing the security guards to better quality personnel.   767 

 Mr. Hall felt that some residents could be persuaded from having a live guard at the gate 768 

by having a virtual guard monitoring the visitor lane.  The guard at the gate had nothing to do 769 
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with the resident entrance.  A guard was still monitoring but, instead of having two guards, one 770 

guard was still patrolling the community, as a rover.   771 

7. Decrease “Gate maintenance” from $7,500 to $5,000 772 

8. Remove Identitech and six barrier arms from the budget 773 

 Dr. Spiro wanted to see what Alert could do.  If successful, he wanted to add Envera.  Dr. 774 

Spiro proposed cameras by speed posts to capture license plates.  Mr. Adams may be able to add 775 

cameras. 776 

In response to Mr. Castillo’s question, Mr. Adams never worked with Envera but visited 777 

their facilities.  Envera has client service representatives.  Each one has a monitor and 778 

headphones.  The facility has a server bank and huge generator to operate during extreme storm 779 

events.  Mr. Adams was impressed with Envera’s ability to capture information when someone 780 

comes through the gate.  In the event of an accident, Envera can provide an organized report with 781 

the driver’s information, at no additional cost.  Mr. Castillo asked if the monitoring costs were 782 

negotiable.  Mr. Adams would speak with Envera about monitoring costs and receiving the 783 

fingerprint scanner for free.  784 

9. Include $125,000 for “Street cleaning”, “Paver repairs” and “Sidewalk and 785 

gutter cleaning”.  Reserves would be replenished over three years. 786 

 Mr. Adams pointed out that the net budget increase was $80,000, without increasing 787 

assessments, by utilizing reserves.     788 

 Ms. Hepscher provided suggested budget increases at the Sunshine Board, which would 789 

be incorporated. 790 

 Dr. Spiro requested additional lighting for the basketball courts.  Half of the courts were 791 

lit.  There was Board consensus.  Ms. Hepscher suggested considering extending the courts.  Mr. 792 

Hall had not received complaints about the size.  Mr. Hall would obtain proposals for the lights 793 

and backboard.  Ms. Hepscher suggested adjustable backboards.  Mr. Hall indicated that the 794 

backboards could be paid out of “Equipment maintenance”.  Dr. Spiro suggested paying for the 795 

lights out of capital.  Mr. Hall suggested LED lights to match the tennis court lighting. 796 

 Ms. Hepscher recalled that the LAF Committee requested an additional $13,000 for 797 

holiday decorations.  LAF wanted lights and decorations around the entire loop.  Dr. Spiro noted 798 

that, according to the survey, residents wanted holiday decorations but did not want to spend 799 
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$16,000.  Ms. Hepscher estimated $16 per home, for Christmas lights, and felt that residents 800 

were willing to pay $16.  The District would own the lights and decorations. 801 

10. Increase “Seasonal decorations” by $13,000 (taken from Capital) 802 

 Dr. Spiro suggested having a community holiday decorating contest for the easement 803 

tree.  Ms. Hepscher disagreed, as an extension cord must be run across the sidewalk, causing a 804 

tripping hazard. 805 

 Mr. Hall requested shelves for the storage unit. 806 

 Ms. Hepscher suggested hiring a cleaning company for the pool bathrooms.  The pool 807 

attendants were not doing enough cleaning.  She requested allocating $10,000.  Dr. Spiro 808 

suggested paying out of the pool contingency.  Mr. Adams recalled the pool attendants cleaning 809 

three times per week, from April 1 to October 1, and once per week in the off-season.  Mr. 810 

Adams requested that Ms. Darby confirm. 811 

Ms. Hepscher recalled that the amount of the well maintenance budget was the exact 812 

amount to maintain the wells.  Dr. Spiro noted sufficient reserves for this purpose.  If Mr. Hall 813 

expended more than a line item, it could be adjusted.   814 

Dr. Spiro suggested utilizing remaining funds in the CIP for the drainage structure and 815 

M/I Homes issue.   Mr. Adams would decrease the CIP to zero, and move $5,000 out of “Surplus 816 

fund balance”, as an additional revenue source, to keep assessments the same. 817 

11. Decrease “Capital improvement program” from $150,350 to zero 818 

12. Move $5,000 out of “Surplus fund balance”  819 

Dr. Spiro requested moving $50,000 from the fund balance into the CIP. 820 

13. Move $50,000 from “Fund balance” to “Capital improvement program” 821 

 Dr. Spiro noted that the budget was the lowest it has been in five years and projects were 822 

being completed.   823 

 Dr. Spiro asked about sidewalk repairs.  Mr. Adams advised that the Board could have a 824 

budget amendment.  Mr. Hall had two pages of sidewalk repair areas.   825 

Mr. Adams presented the proposal from Florida Community Bank (FCB) for the 1996 B 826 

bonds: 827 

 Five-year loan 828 
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 Interest rate: five-year treasury constant maturity plus 333 basis points, with a 829 

floor of 4.08% 830 

 $250,000 bank qualified tax exempt note 831 

 First payment due on May 1, 2017 832 

Mr. Adams indicated that the financing affects 14 property owners who pay $4,086.96, 833 

per unit, extending the term five years.  The 14 lot owners may choose to pay $15,000 per unit or 834 

seek their own financing. 835 

Dr. Spiro requested that the letter to the property owners reflects that the CDD did not 836 

cause this situation.  Mr. Adams would attach a letter from the former financial advisor, Mr. Bill 837 

Rizzetta, as an exhibit.  It would indicate that, at the time the original letter was sent, the affected 838 

property owner received this notice.  There would also be language from Chapter 197, which 839 

was required.   840 

Mr. Adams would provide the loan documents at the September meeting.   841 

 842 

On MOTION by Dr. Spiro and seconded by Mr. Woodards, 843 

with all in favor, the Florida Community Bank term letter for 844 

the Series 1996B bond refinancing, and authorization for the 845 

Chair to execute, were approved. 846 

 847 

 848 

THIRTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Committee Reports 849 
 850 

A. Security 851 

Dr. Spiro would talk to the City about the truck signs. 852 

B. Finance 853 

There were no items to discuss. 854 

C. Landscape Aquascape Facilities 855 

Mr. Carpenter requested that LMP replace the missing Canna Lilies at the Cross Creek 856 

entrance.  Ms. Hepscher recalled that LMP could not find Canna Lilies.  Dr. Spiro was not 857 

convinced that residents wanted to spend $1,500 to replace Canna Lilies and suggested a 858 

different flower.  Mr. Hall recalled yellow, red and pink Canna Lilies.  The red and pink Canna 859 

Lilies do not grow well.  Mr. Hall would speak to LMP about planting different flowers. 860 
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Mr. Carpenter reported LakeMasters Aquatic Weed Control, Inc., (LakeMasters) and 861 

LMP disagreeing over tributary responsibilities.  There were vines and grasses.  Mr. Hall noted 862 

that LakeMasters sprayed.  Dr. Spiro advised that LMP was responsible for anything on the 863 

ground and LakeMasters was responsible for anything in the water.  Mr. Hall pointed out that 864 

LMP would not spray near a lake.  Mr. Carpenter noted vines in islands from trees that died and 865 

missing Cypress Trees.  Mr. Hall would obtain an estimate from LMP. 866 

Mr. Carpenter requested that the lanterns at the gates be cleaned.  Mr. Hall would obtain 867 

proposals. 868 

Mr. Carpenter reported that LMP was mowing over landscape lighting wires.  Dr. Spiro 869 

suggested using a Bluetooth connection.  Mr. Hall would notify LMP. 870 

 Dr. Spiro requested that the orange columns at the Cross Creek entrance be repainted.  871 

Mr. Hall reported that the painter should receive the deposit shortly.  The work could not be 872 

scheduled until the deposit was received. 873 

D. Other 874 

This item was not discussed. 875 

 876 

FOURTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Other Business  877 
 878 

Dr. Spiro suggested discussing resident comments from earlier in the meeting.  The 879 

following resident comments were addressed: 880 

1. Capri Isle. 881 

Dr. Spiro requested a building checklist for what Ryan Homes was responsible for, such 882 

as a missing light pole and street sign and damaged pavers and sidewalks.  Mr. Hall discussed 883 

with the prior District Engineer what Ryan Homes would be liable for upon build-out.  Ryan 884 

Homes would be responsible for repairing the pavers, depressions in the road and sidewalks.  885 

Mailboxes were not ADA compliant.  Dr. Spiro stressed that everything should be clean and 886 

properly completed.   887 

Mr. Adams suggested having the District Engineer tie these issues to the final 888 

certification with the County and City Building Department; otherwise, Ryan Homes could 889 

provide empty promises.   890 

 891 
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2. Envera 892 

Mr. Adams would negotiate out the monitoring costs and receiving the fingerprint 893 

scanner for free. 894 

3.   Rust removal 895 

Mr. Hall would contact White Ox Rust Removal Services for a quote. 896 

4. Pool clothing 897 

Dr. Spiro agreed that patrons of the pool should not use the pool fully clothed and there 898 

should be rules.  Ms. Hepscher heard that clothes could affect pool filters.  Mr. Hall voiced 899 

concern about being sued for a religious practice.  Mr. Castillo believed that pool attire rules 900 

could be enforced because the pool was a public place.   901 

Dr. Spiro recalled an incident where a resident was wearing improper attire and pictures 902 

were taken of the resident and posted online.  Mr. Hall never received complaints about too 903 

many clothes but received many complaints about lack of attire at the pool.   Mr. Woodards felt 904 

that residents must accept that people dress certain ways.  Mr. Castillo suggested posting a pool 905 

attire sign.   906 

Ms. Hepscher felt that residents feeling uncomfortable about being around someone 907 

because of what they were wearing was discriminatory. 908 

5. Speeding survey 909 

Dr. Spiro suggested a survey regarding speeding, and what residents would tolerate.  If 910 

there was zero tolerance about speeding, something could be done, like installing speed bumps.  911 

Ms. Hepscher felt that the issue was paying attention to surroundings.  Someone almost hit her 912 

child on Saturday morning while they were walking past a driveway.    913 

Mr. Hall was investigating an incident where a child was hit by a car last night in Bahama 914 

and taken to the hospital.  Mr. Hall read the following: 915 

“At approximately 8:15 p.m., a resident approached the Cross Creek gatehouse 916 

and stated that his son was injured by a speeding motorist inside a subdivision.  917 

He appeared to be in a panic.  He also stated that he was taking his son to the 918 

emergency room.  The only information that he gave the officer was that the 919 

vehicle was a white four door.  The resident left immediately, not leaving his 920 

name and address.  At 21:00 p.m., the same resident returned from the hospital 921 
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and stopped at the gatehouse.  He told the officer that his son was okay.  His 922 

address is 17907 Bahama Isle.  We pulled the information and called the resident.  923 

He requested review of the Cross Creek cameras for a white Range Rover 924 

entering between 7:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.” 925 

Ms. Darby was calling the resident tomorrow to obtain further details.  Mr. Hall did not 926 

know if the child was hit or trying to avoid a vehicle and hurt himself.  Dr. Spiro requested that 927 

the Board be apprised of speeding incidents, immediately.  Mr. Woodards pointed out that 928 

speeding in residential areas was dangerous and should not be allowed.   929 

Dr. Spiro proposed installing a camera on the radar sign and sending a letter to offenders 930 

asking them to stop speeding or their privileges would be revoked.  Dr. Spiro further proposed a 931 

“Wall of Shame” with the offender on the website.  Ms. Hepscher felt this was inappropriate.  932 

Mr. Castillo suggested that the neighborhood watch handle speeding and report the offender to 933 

the police, so the police could issue a warning.   934 

Mr. Adams would speak with Envera about installing a camera to the radar sign. 935 

6. Building across the street 936 

Dr. Spiro suggested discussing this matter at the Sunshine Board. 937 

7. Future use for space 938 

Dr. Spiro would include in the survey. 939 

Mr. Castillo asked about the status of the pool furniture.  Mr. Hall reported that the 940 

contracts were in place.  The new furniture had an aluminum frame and should last longer.  The 941 

look of the furniture did not change.  Mr. Shah noted that the frames were under warranty but not 942 

the upholstery. 943 

 944 

FIFTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Public Comments (non-agenda items) 945 

 946 

Mr. Carpenter recalled Ms. Springer reporting that residents were parking in guest 947 

parking.  Mr. Hall believed that residents could park there, as this area was designed for 948 

overflow parking.  The only place parking was permitted was in front of the Ryan Homes model 949 

home.  Mr. Hall would email Ms. Sheryl Springer and request further information.  950 

 951 

SIXTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Supervisors’ Requests 952 
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Mr. Woodards felt that Dr. Spiro should email an apology letter to residents, due to 953 

residents’ opinion of the “Back to School” event, as Dr. Spiro’s intent was a conflict of interest. 954 

Ms. Hepscher agreed; she heard that the issue was not the fact that Dr. Spiro took the 955 

liberty of using the Board for his campaign but that Dr. Spiro removed himself from sponsorship, 956 

so residents would not know that he was associated with the event until he arrived. 957 

Dr. Spiro did not want to add “fuel to the fire”.  He explained that he did not include 958 

himself as a sponsor, so people did not think that he was trying to get free advertising.  Ms. 959 

Hepscher felt that a blanket statement from Dr. Spiro would clarify the issue. 960 

 961 

SEVENTEENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Adjournment 962 
 963 

There being no further business to discuss, the meeting adjourned at 11:30 p.m.  964 

 965 

 966 

[SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE] 967 

 968 

 969 

  970 
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 971 

 972 

 973 

 974 

 975 

 976 

 977 

__________________________   ____________________________ 978 

Secretary/Assistant Secretary    Chair/Vice Chair 979 

 980 



MINUTES OF LANDSCAPE/AQUASCAPE/FACILITIES COMMITTEE MEETING 
CORY LAKES COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

 
The Landscape/Aquascape/Facilities Committee meeting was held on Friday, August 26, 2016 at 10:30 
a.m. at the Beach Club, 10441 Cory Lake Drive, Tampa, Florida. 
 
Present were: Mylitta Butler, Rich Carpenter (Chair), Dennis DiGiacomo, Linda Foster and Stephanie 
Squires. 
 
First Order of Business:   Call to Order: Attendance 
 
1. The meeting was convened at 10:31 a.m. 
 
Second Order of Business:  Landscape  
 
2. Rich reported that the Board did not approve the purchase of the additional Canna Lillies requested 

by LAF at its last meeting. The Board felt that it was up to LMP, the landscape company, to supply 
the needed plants, and that John Hall was to work with them to get the required number of plants 
installed at their expense. 

3. Rich reported that the vines on the white fence at the Cross Creek entrance have been removed and 
that John is to request that the fence be cleaned of any remaining debris. 

4. Rich reported that plants are missing again around the palm trees along the Cross Creek entrance. 
The committee recommends that the missing plants be replaced. 

5. Rich showed photos of missing plants throughout the community, improper mowing with grass 
clippings thrown into mulch areas, grass growing and ant hills in pocket park mulch, a full doggy 
station with bags hanging out, a broken Beach Club monument, a broken skate park fence, a broken 
skate park goal, and a dislodged tennis court parking lot pylon. The committee agreed that all these 
areas need fixing. 

6. Members of the committee noted that there is still the evidence of erosion of the beach at the 
Beach Club that has not been repaired. The committee recommends that the beach be groomed to 
fill in the eroded areas. 

7. Rich received an email from a resident requesting that the plantings around the Barbados Isle 
monument be replaced. Rich photographed other street monuments that also showed areas where 
plants had died off and been removed. The committee recommended that the islands be replanted 
where plants were missing. LMP should be doing this replanting without having to be continuously 
being told. 

8. Rich showed photos of the pocket parks. Grass was growing in the mulch beds; ant hills showed in 
the mulch; mulch had eroded beneath the swings; and an overfilled doggy station had bags hanging 
out. The committee recommended that all these problem areas be fixed. 

 
Third Order of Business:  Aquascape  
   
9. The committee recommends that the water inlets along Cory Lake Drive, which still have dead 

grasses, weeds and debris hanging from the cement walls and hanging in the chain link fencing get 
cleaned. 

10. Rich reported that the Board is requesting an estimate of the number of Cypress trees needed to 
replace those missing on all of the islands in the lake and the cost to install them. 

 



Fourth Order of Business:  Facilities  
 
11. Rich mentioned that thanks are due to Joyce for her persistence in getting the storm drains and 

gutters cleaned. The cleaning has definitely improved the look of the roadways. 
12. Rich showed a photo of the missing Beach Club monument. The committee voted to recommend 

that the monument be replaced with an exact replica. 
13. Rich let the committee know that at the last Board meeting, it was noted that no attendants are 

hired for monitoring the Beach Club during rentals. 
 
Fifth Order of Business:  Other Items 
 
14. The committee discussed the idea of purchasing the monument lot at the entrance of Cross Creek. 

After discussion, it was voted that the committee recommend to the Board that the CDD should 
make no monetary offer to MI Homes for the purchase of the lot. 

15. Rich reported on his notes from the Board of Supervisors meeting held on July 18th: 
16. The Board requested a quote from a road cleaning company for the cleaning and re-sanding of the 

roadways. 
17. The Board hired Alert Protective Services to replace guard services at the entrances beginning in 

October. 
18. The Board approved a new sidewalk from Capri Isle starting at the mailboxes and continuing to Cory 

Lake Drive at a cost not to exceed $12,000. 
19. The Board added $13,000 to holiday decorations in the 2017 budget. The committee discussed the 

requirement for Valerie Romas, who is contracted to install the holiday decorations, to provide 
worker’s compensation insurance which she was able to get at a cost of $2,700 as required only for 
Cory Lake. She has not had to provide the insurance for any of her other clients.  In the past 
contractors for Cory Lake had to have liability insurance, but not worker’s comp. Members on the 
committee assumed that the CDD already had worker’s comp coverage. The committee voted to 
recommend to the Board the paying of $2,700 for worker’s comp to Valerie. Since it was the 
committee’s understanding that worker’s comp was not required in the past, the LAF committee 
requests clarification on the requirement of worker’s comp for all vendors hired by CLI in the future. 

20. The Board added monies to the 2017 budget for street, sidewalk and gutter cleaning.  
21. The Board agreed to fund additional basketball court lighting.  
 
Sixth Order of Business:  Adjournment        11:50 a.m.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
 
ACCEPTED BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS AT THEIR MEETING HELD ON _____ DAY OF ___________, 
2016. 
 
    
   
Dr. Cyril Spiro, Chairman 
Cory Lakes Community Development District 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
   
Chuck Adams, Secretary 
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 General

Debt
Service

Series 1996

Debt
Service

Series 2013

Debt
Service

Series 2013A-1
Capital
Projects

Capital
Projects

Series 2015

Total
Governmental

Funds
ASSETS  
Operating account

Iberia - operating acct 416,862$                 -$                     -$                     -$                              -$                     -$                     416,862$             
SunTrust - operating acct 4,069                       -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       4,069                   
Debit card 2,856                       -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       2,856                   
MMK account 1,273,783                -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       1,273,783            

Investments
Revenue -                               270,699           95,268             87,681                      -                       -                       453,648               
Reserve -                               58,000             51,024             250,854                    -                       -                       359,878               
Redemption -                               2,488               -                       -                                 -                       -                       2,488                   
Prepayment -                               16,145             -                       1,083                         -                       -                       17,228                 
Sinking -                               299                  -                       -                                 -                       -                       299                      
Construction -                               -                       -                       -                                 3,401               -                       3,401                   

Due from other 429                          -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       429                      
Due from other funds 

General -                               145                  121                  497                            -                       -                       763                      
Capital projects: 2015 53,688                     -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       53,688                 

Deposits 23,200                     -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       23,200                 
Total assets 1,774,887$              347,776$         146,413$         340,115$                  3,401$             -$                     2,612,592$         

LIABILITIES 
Accounts payable 20,628$                   -$                     -$                     -$                              -$                     -$                     20,628$               
Due to other funds 

General -                               -                       -                       -                                 -                       53,688             53,688                 
Debt service fund - series 1996 145                          -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       145                      
Debt service fund - series 2013 121                          -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       121                      
Debt service fund - series 2013A-1 497                          -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       497                      

JSAPP deposit 5,000                       -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       5,000                   
Accrued payroll taxes 323                          -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       323                      

Total liabilities 26,714                     -                       -                       -                                 -                       53,688             80,402                 
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Deferred receipts 429                          -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       429                      

Total deferred inflows of resources 429                          -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       429                      
FUND BALANCES

Nonspendable
Deposits 23,365                     -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       23,365                 

Restricted for:
Debt service -                               347,776           146,413           340,115                    -                       -                       834,304               
Capital projects -                               -                       -                       -                                 3,401               (53,688)            (50,287)               

Assigned
3 months working capital 457,896                   -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       457,896               
Renewal & replacement 311,100                   -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       311,100               

Unassigned 955,383                   -                       -                       -                                 -                       -                       955,383               
Total fund balances 1,747,744                347,776           146,413           340,115                    3,401               (53,688)            2,531,761            

Total liabilities and fund balances 1,774,887$              347,776$         146,413$         340,115$                  3,401$             -$                     2,612,592$         

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

BALANCE SHEET

JULY 31, 2016
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

Major Funds
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Current
Month

Year To
Date

Adopted
Budget

% of
Budget

REVENUES
Assessment levy: net of discounts 1,709$        1,779,635$ 1,776,675    100%
Interest and miscellaneous 4,137          20,561        25,000         82%

Total revenues 5,846          1,800,196   1,801,675    100%

EXPENDITURES
Administrative
Supervisors -                  6,600          12,000         55%
Payroll services 42               597             600              100%
Payroll taxes - FICA -                  505             900              56%
Payroll taxes - unemployment -                  -                  325              0%
District management 4,583          45,833        55,000         83%
Assessment roll preparation 417             4,167          5,000           83%
Bond amortization schedule fee -                  -                  1,500           0%
Disclosure report -                  1,000          3,000           33%
Trustee -                  10,182        8,254           123%
Audit -                  5,000          4,200           119%
Arbitrage rebate calculation -                  -                  2,500           0%
Legal - general counsel -                  2,399          10,000         24%
Engineering -                  9,933          10,000         99%
Insurance: general liability & public officials -                  25,721        26,700         96%
Insurance: worker's compensation -                  6,291          -                   N/A
Legal advertising 33               617             3,000           21%
Bank fees 5                 5                 200              3%
Dues & licenses -                  175             175              100%
Postage 94               1,583          -                   N/A
Office supplies 178             606             -                   N/A
Tax collector 34               32,061        74,028         43%
Contingencies -                  577             500              115%
Uncoded* (73)              -                  -                   N/A

Total Administrative 5,313          153,852      217,882       71%

Debt service
Notes payable - Soave Group - DS 21,733        21,733        21,733         100%

Total Debt service 21,733        21,733        21,733         100%

Field operations
Utilities

Communication 1,195          11,620        11,683         99%
Website 617             977             1,020           96%
Streetlights 12,975        106,875      131,821       81%
Electricity 6,424          44,912        73,000         62%
Propane -                  -                  400              0%
Water, sewer & irrigation 1,622          10,162        15,000         68%
Solid waste removal 619             5,194          5,694           91%
Sewer lift stations 150             1,350          3,500           39%
   Total Utilities 23,602        181,090      242,118       75%

FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,

GENERAL FUND
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Current
Month

Year To
Date

Adopted
Budget

% of
Budget

FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,

GENERAL FUND

Security operations
Security staffing contract services 21,167        193,425      230,500       84%
Security staffing contract services - other -                  -                  8,000           0%
Contractual maintenance -                  7,305          9,180           80%
   Total Security operations 21,167        200,730      247,680       81%

Field office administration
Field manager 5,481          36,538        75,000         49%
Office administrator 11,770        59,079        46,852         126%
Payroll taxes 1,320          7,637          12,960         59%
Seasonal decorations 2,552          19,462        17,000         114%
Beach club office equipment 221             2,997          4,075           74%
Beach club office supplies 207             1,185          3,000           40%
Beach club gym supplies 1,002          2,098          1,500           140%
Guard office equipment -                  -                  1,000           0%
Guard office supplies 113             1,100          2,000           55%
CMMS license & support -                  -                  1,068           0%
Community events coordinator 10,000        22,450        49,992         45%
Community events supplies -                  20,474        30,000         68%
Special residential mailing 235             235             3,000           8%
Pool & beach club attendants 5,273          9,273          44,000         21%
   Total Field office administration 38,174        182,528      291,447       63%

Landscape maintenance
Landscaping -                  191,700      265,000       72%
Mulch -                  49,300        56,000         88%
Beach sand 905             2,336          4,500           52%
Annuals & seasonal plant installation 1,500          3,300          9,000           37%
Plant replacement -                  27,094        40,000         68%
Sod replacement -                  7,439          10,000         74%
Well maintenance - irrigation 246             246             6,000           4%
Irrigation - maintenance -                  10,736        12,500         86%
Tree removal 525             10,000        25,000         40%
Lake & pond maintenance 3,625          48,400        45,000         108%
   Total Landscape maintenance 6,801          350,551      473,000       74%
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Current
Month

Year To
Date

Adopted
Budget

% of
Budget

FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,

GENERAL FUND

Facilities maintenance
Outside facilities maintenance 1,624          32,988        35,000         94%
Car and cart repairs and maintenance 1,144          2,328          4,500           52%
Cleaning 1,402          11,372        15,000         76%
Pest control 300             1,500          2,000           75%
Barcode database -                  581             2,500           23%
Security gate maintenance & repair 215             8,669          7,500           116%
Security technology repairs -                  -                  2,500           0%
Security gate maintenance & repair - other 176             460             2,500           18%
Monuments & signs -                  1,202          5,000           24%
Fountains -                  -                  7,000           0%
Storm water drainage -                  8,824          10,000         88%
Storage -                  1,412          1,500           94%
Street sweeping -                  -                  1,500           0%
Recreation equipment maintenance & repair 1,427          8,041          20,000         40%
Building equipment maintenance & repair 2,184          16,094        20,000         80%
Pressure washing 10,500        20,650        15,000         138%
Paver repairs 6,485          39,556        45,000         88%
Clear & repair monument lanters -                  -                  2,500           0%
Commercial window cleaning -                  -                  2,500           0%
   Total Facilities maintenance 25,457        153,677      201,500       76%

Facilities maintenance (pool)
Pool maintenance 2,000          18,397        22,900         80%
Pool repairs 2,050          12,537        10,000         125%
Pool heater utilities 135             9,933          18,540         54%
Pool permit -                  275             575              48%
Pool contingency -                  356             2,500           14%
   Total Facilities maintenance (pool) 4,185          41,498        54,515         76%
   Total Field operations 119,386      1,110,074   1,510,260    74%

Infrastructure reinvestment
Capital improvement program 3,930          6,330          51,800         

Total Infrastructure reinvestment 3,930          6,330          51,800         12%
Total Expenditures 150,362      1,291,989   1,801,675    72%

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures (144,516)     508,207      -                   

Fund balance - beginning (unaudited) 1,892,260   1,239,537   1,216,009    
Fund balance - ending (projected)

Assigned
3 months working capital 450,419      450,419      450,419       

Unassigned 1,297,325   1,297,325   765,590       
Fund balance - ending 1,747,744$ 1,747,744$ 1,216,009$  
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Current
Month

Year To
Date Budget

% of
Budget

REVENUES
Assessment levy: net of discounts 147$           154,303$    155,909      99%
Prepaid assessments -                  46,811        -                  N/A
Interest income 2                 19               -                  N/A

Total revenues 149             201,133      155,909      129%

EXPENDITURES
Debt service
Principal 1996A -                  100,000      100,000      100%
Principal prepayment -                  55,000        -                  N/A
Interest 1996A & B -                  48,994        49,413        99%

Total debt service -                  203,994      149,413      137%

Other fees & charges
Tax collector 3                 2,767          6,496          43%

Total other fees & charges 3                 2,767          6,496          43%
Total expenditures 3                 206,761      155,909      133%

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures 146             (5,628)         -                  

Fund balances - beginning 347,630      353,404      346,304      
Fund balances - ending 347,776$    347,776$    346,304$    

CORY LAKES

DEBT SERVICE FUND SERIES 1996

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,

FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
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Current
Month

Year To
Date Budget

% of
Budget

REVENUES
Assessment levy: net of discounts 124$         129,023$  128,850    100%
Interest income -                6               -                N/A

Total revenues 124           129,029    128,850    100%

EXPENDITURES
Debt service
Principal -                20,000      20,000      100%
Interest -                80,819      80,819      100%

Total debt service -                100,819    100,819    100%

Other fees & charges
Tax collector 2               2,324        5,369        43%

Total other fees & charges 2               2,324        5,369        43%
Total expenditures 2               103,143    106,188    97%

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures 122           25,886      22,662      

Fund balances - beginning 146,291    120,527    118,030    
Fund balances - ending 146,413$  146,413$  140,692$  

CORY LAKES

DEBT SERVICE FUND SERIES 2013
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
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Current
Month

Year To
Date Budget

% of
Budget

REVENUES
Assessment levy: net of discounts 508$         528,527$  530,193    100%
Interest income 1               23             -                N/A

Total revenues 509           528,550    530,193    100%

EXPENDITURES
Debt service
Principal -                410,000    410,000    100%
Principal prepayment -                10,000      -                N/A
Interest -                97,696      98,102      100%

Total debt service -                517,696    508,102    102%

Other fees & charges
Tax collector 10             9,521        22,091      43%

Total other fees & charges 10             9,521        22,091      43%
Total expenditures 10             527,217    530,193    99%

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures 499           1,333        -                

Fund balances - beginning 339,616    338,782    281,303    
Fund balances - ending 340,115$  340,115$  281,303$  

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

DEBT SERVICE FUND SERIES 2013A-1
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016
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Current
Month

 Year to
Date 

REVENUES -$             -$             
Total revenues -               -               

EXPENDITURES
Capital outlay 665          164,536   

Total expenditures 665          164,536   

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures (665)         (164,536)  

Fund balance - beginning (53,023)    110,848   
Fund balance - ending (53,688)$  (53,688)$  

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND 2015
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016
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Current
Month

 Year to
Date 

REVENUES -$            -$            
Total revenues -              -              

EXPENDITURES
Total expenditures -              -              

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures -              -              

Fund balance - beginning 3,401      3,401      
Fund balance - ending 3,401$    3,401$    

FOR THE PERIOD ENDED JULY 31, 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 1996A (CUSIP: 221034AC5)

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2015 - - 8,793.75 8,793.75
05/01/2016 100,000.00 8.375% 8,793.75 108,793.75
11/01/2016 - - 4,606.25 4,606.25
05/01/2017 110,000.00 8.375% 4,606.25 114,606.25

Total $210,000.00 - $26,800.00 $236,800.00
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 1996B (CUSIP: 221034AH4)

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2015 - - 17,587.50 17,587.50
05/01/2016 8.375% 15,912.50 15,912.50
11/01/2016 - - 15,912.50 15,912.50
05/01/2017 380,000.00 8.375% 15,912.50 395,912.50

Total $380,000.00 - $65,325.00 $445,325.00
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 2013 Bonds

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2015 20,000.00 5.000% 40,659.38 60,659.38
05/01/2016 - 40,159.38 40,159.38
11/01/2016 20,000.00 5.000% 40,159.38 60,159.38
05/01/2017 - 39,659.38 39,659.38
11/01/2017 25,000.00 5.000% 39,659.38 64,659.38
05/01/2018 - 39,034.38 39,034.38
11/01/2018 25,000.00 5.000% 39,034.38 64,034.38
05/01/2019 38,409.38 38,409.38
11/01/2019 25,000.00 5.000% 38,409.38 63,409.38
05/01/2020 37,784.38 37,784.38
11/01/2020 25,000.00 5.000% 37,784.38 62,784.38
05/01/2021 37,159.38 37,159.38
11/01/2021 30,000.00 5.000% 37,159.38 67,159.38
05/01/2022 36,409.38 36,409.38
11/01/2022 30,000.00 5.000% 36,409.38 66,409.38
05/01/2023 35,659.38 35,659.38
11/01/2023 30,000.00 5.000% 35,659.38 65,659.38
05/01/2024 34,909.38 34,909.38
11/01/2024 35,000.00 5.625% 34,909.38 69,909.38
05/01/2025 33,925.00 33,925.00
11/01/2025 35,000.00 5.625% 33,925.00 68,925.00
05/01/2026 32,940.63 32,940.63
11/01/2026 35,000.00 5.625% 32,940.63 67,940.63
05/01/2027 31,956.25 31,956.25
11/01/2027 40,000.00 5.625% 31,956.25 71,956.25
05/01/2028 30,831.25 30,831.25
11/01/2028 40,000.00 5.625% 30,831.25 70,831.25
05/01/2029 29,706.25 29,706.25
11/01/2029 45,000.00 5.625% 29,706.25 74,706.25
05/01/2030 28,440.63 28,440.63
11/01/2030 45,000.00 5.625% 28,440.63 73,440.63
05/01/2031 27,175.00 27,175.00
11/01/2031 50,000.00 5.625% 27,175.00 77,175.00
05/01/2032 25,768.75 25,768.75
11/01/2032 50,000.00 5.625% 25,768.75 75,768.75
05/01/2033 24,362.50 24,362.50
11/01/2033 55,000.00 5.625% 24,362.50 79,362.50
05/01/2034 22,815.63 22,815.63
11/01/2034 55,000.00 6.125% 22,815.63 77,815.63
05/01/2035 21,131.25 21,131.25
11/01/2035 60,000.00 6.125% 21,131.25 81,131.25
05/01/2036 19,293.75 19,293.75
11/01/2036 65,000.00 6.125% 19,293.75 84,293.75
05/01/2037 17,303.13 17,303.13
11/01/2037 70,000.00 6.125% 17,303.13 87,303.13
05/01/2038 15,159.38 15,159.38

$1,425,000
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 2013 Bonds

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I

$1,425,000

11/01/2038 70,000.00 6.125% 15,159.38 85,159.38
05/01/2039 13,015.63 13,015.63
11/01/2039 75,000.00 6.125% 13,015.63 88,015.63
05/01/2040 10,718.75 10,718.75
11/01/2040 80,000.00 6.125% 10,718.75 90,718.75
05/01/2041 8,268.75 8,268.75
11/01/2041 85,000.00 6.125% 8,268.75 93,268.75
05/01/2042 5,665.63 5,665.63
11/01/2042 90,000.00 6.125% 5,665.63 95,665.63
05/01/2043 2,909.38 2,909.38
11/01/2043 95,000.00 6.125% 2,909.38 97,909.38

Total $1,405,000.00 - $1,521,803.13 $2,926,803.13
Beach club gym supplies
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 2013 Refunding Bonds

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2015 49,051.00 49,051.00
05/01/2016 410,000.00 2.710% 49,051.00 459,051.00
11/01/2016 43,495.50 43,495.50
05/01/2017 425,000.00 2.710% 43,495.50 468,495.50
11/01/2017 37,736.75 37,736.75
05/01/2018 435,000.00 2.710% 37,736.75 472,736.75
11/01/2018 31,842.50 31,842.50
05/01/2019 445,000.00 2.710% 31,842.50 476,842.50
11/01/2019 25,812.75 25,812.75
05/01/2020 460,000.00 2.710% 25,812.75 485,812.75
11/01/2020 19,579.75 19,579.75
05/01/2021 470,000.00 2.710% 19,579.75 489,579.75
11/01/2021 13,211.25 13,211.25
05/01/2022 485,000.00 2.710% 13,211.25 498,211.25
11/01/2022 6,639.50 6,639.50
05/01/2023 490,000.00 2.710% 6,639.50 496,639.50

Total $3,620,000.00 - $454,738.00 $4,074,738.00

 

$4,245,000
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RESOLUTION 2016-8 

 

THE ANNUAL APPROPRIATION RESOLUTION OF THE CORY 

LAKES COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT (“DISTRICT”) 

RELATING TO THE ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS AND ADOPTING 

THE BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING OCTOBER 1, 

2016, AND ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2017; AUTHORIZING BUDGET 

AMENDMENTS; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE. 

 

 WHEREAS, the District Manager has, prior to the fifteenth (15
th

) day in June, 2016, 

submitted to the Board of Supervisors (“Board”) proposed budget for the next ensuing budget 

year along with an explanatory and complete financial plan for each fund of the District, 

pursuant to the provisions of Section 190.008(2)(a), Florida Statutes; and 

 

 WHEREAS, at least sixty (60) days prior to the adoption of the proposed annual budget 

(“Proposed Budget”), the District filed a copy of the Proposed Budget with the local governing 

authorities having jurisdiction over the area included in the District pursuant to the provisions of 

Section 190.008(2)(b), Florida Statutes; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the Board set September 15, 2016, as the date for a public hearing thereon 

and caused notice of such public hearing to be given by publication pursuant to Section 

190.008(2)(a), Florida Statutes; and 

 

WHEREAS, the District Manager posted the Proposed Budget on the District’s website 

at least two days before the public hearing; and  

 

 WHEREAS, Section 190.008(2)(a), Florida Statutes, requires that, prior to October 1
st
 of 

each year, the District Board, by passage of the Annual Appropriation Resolution, shall adopt a 

budget for the ensuing fiscal year and appropriate such sums of money as the Board deems 

necessary to defray all expenditures of the District during the ensuing fiscal year; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the District Manager has prepared a Proposed Budget, whereby the budget 

shall project the cash receipts and disbursements anticipated during a given time period, 

including reserves for contingencies for emergency or other unanticipated expenditures during 

the fiscal year. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF 

SUPERVISORS OF THE CORY LAKES COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

DISTRICT: 
 

 SECTION 1. BUDGET 

 

a.  The Board of Supervisors has reviewed the District Manager’s Proposed Budget, 

a copy of which is on file with the office of the District Manager and at the 

District’s Records Office, and hereby approves certain amendments thereto, as 

shown in Section 2 below. 
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b.  The District Manager’s Proposed Budget, attached hereto as Exhibit “A,” as 

amended by the Board, is hereby adopted in accordance with the provisions of 

Section 190.008(2)(a), Florida Statutes, and incorporated herein by reference; 

provided, however, that the comparative figures contained in the adopted budget 

may be subsequently revised as deemed necessary by the District Manager to 

reflect actual revenues and expenditures. 

 

c.  The adopted budget, as amended, shall be maintained in the office of the District 

Manager and at the District’s Records Office and identified as “The Budget for 

the Cory Lakes Community Development District for the Fiscal Year Ending 

September 30, 2017,” as adopted by the Board of Supervisors on September 15, 

2016.   

 

d. The final adopted budget shall be posted by the District Manager on the District’s 

official website within thirty (30) days after adoption.   

 

 SECTION 2. APPROPRIATIONS 

 

 There is hereby appropriated out of the revenues of the Cory Lakes Community 

Development District, for the fiscal year beginning October 1, 2015, and ending September 30, 

2016, the sum of $3,005,956 to be raised by the levy of assessments and otherwise, which sum is 

deemed by the Board of Supervisors to be necessary to defray all expenditures of the District 

during said budget year, to be divided and appropriated in the following fashion: 

 

TOTAL GENERAL FUND     $ 1,909,694 

 

DEBT SERVICE FUND, SERIES 1996A/B   $    463,634 

 

DEBT SERVICE FUND, SERIES 2013   $    104,159 

 

DEBT SERVICE FUND, SERIES 2013 REFUNDING $    528,469 

 

 TOTAL ALL FUNDS      $ 3,005,956 

   

 SECTION 3. BUDGET AMENDMENTS 

 

 Pursuant to Section 189.016, Florida Statutes, the District at any time within the fiscal 

year or within 60 days following the end of the fiscal year may amend its budget for that fiscal 

year as follows: 

 

a. The Board may authorize an increase or decrease in line item appropriations 

within a fund by motion recorded in the minutes if the total appropriations of the 

fund do not increase. 

 

b. The District Manager or Treasurer may authorize an increase or decrease in line 

item appropriations within a fund if the total appropriations of the fund do not 
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increase and if the aggregate change in the original appropriation item does not 

exceed $10,000 or 10% of the original appropriation. 

 

c. By resolution, the Board may increase any appropriation item and/or fund to 

reflect receipt of any additional unbudgeted monies and make the corresponding 

change to appropriations or the unappropriated balance. 

 

d. Any other budget amendments shall be adopted by resolution and consistent with 

Florida law. 

 

 The District Manager or Treasurer must establish administrative procedures to ensure that 

any budget amendments are in compliance with this Section 3 and Section 189.016 of the Florida 

Statutes, among other applicable laws.  Among other procedures, the District Manager or 

Treasurer must ensure that any amendments to budget under subparagraphs c. and d. above are 

posted on the District’s website within 5 days after adoption.  

 

SECTION 4.  EFFECTIVE DATE.  This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon 

adoption.  

 

PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 15
TH

 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2016.  

 

 

ATTEST:      CORY LAKES COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

 

 

 

 

              

Secretary/Assistant Secretary     Chairman, Board of Supervisors  
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Exhibit “A” 



CORY LAKES

FISCAL YEAR 2017
PROPOSED BUDGET
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total Revenue
and 

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017
REVENUES
Assessment levy: all residents 1,847,990$ 1,847,990$ 
Assessment levy: Cachet 2,713          2,713          
Allowable discounts (4%) (74,028)       (74,028)       

Assessment levy - net 1,776,675   1,670,510$ 106,165$    1,776,675$    1,776,675   
Interest and miscellaneous 25,000        1,211          23,789        25,000           25,000        

Total revenues 1,801,675   1,671,721   129,954      1,801,675      1,801,675   

EXPENDITURES
Professional & admin
Supervisors 12,000        4,200          7,800          12,000           12,000        
Payroll services 600             432             168             600                600             
Payroll taxes - FICA 900             321             579             900                900             
Payroll taxes - unemployment 325             -                  325             325                325             
District management 55,000        27,500        27,500        55,000           55,000        
Assessment roll preparation 5,000          2,500          2,500          5,000             5,000          
Bond amortization schedule fee 1,500          -                  1,500          1,500             1,500          
Disclosure report 3,000          1,000          2,000          3,000             3,000          
Trustee 8,254          10,182        -                  10,182           10,182        
Notes payable - Soave Group - DS 21,733        -                  21,733        21,733           21,733        
Audit 4,200          -                  6,400          6,400             6,400          
Arbitrage rebate calculation 2,500          -                  2,500          2,500             2,500          
Legal - general counsel 10,000        1,284          8,716          10,000           5,000          
Engineering 10,000        8,773          1,227          10,000           10,000        
Insurance: general liability & public officials 26,700        25,721        -                  25,721           26,700        
Insurance: worker's compensation -                  6,291          -                  6,291             6,291          
Legal advertising 3,000          71               2,929          3,000             3,000          
Bank fees 200             -                  200             200                200             
Dues & licenses 175             175             -                  175                175             
Postage -                  845             845             1,690             1,690          
Tax collector 74,028        29,878        44,150        74,028           74,028        
Contingencies 500             -                  500             500                500             
Uncoded -                  73               -                  73                  -                  

Total professional & admin 239,615      119,246      131,572      250,745         246,724      

Fiscal Year 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

GENERAL FUND BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2016
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total Revenue
and 

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017

Fiscal Year 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

GENERAL FUND BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2016

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Field Operations
Utilies

Communication 11,683        6,719          4,964          11,683           13,000        
Website 1,020          360             660             1,020             1,020          
Streetlights 131,821      54,989        65,000        119,989         120,000      
Electricity 73,000        23,105        40,000        63,105           63,000        
Propane 400             -                  400             400                400             
Water, sewer & irrigation 15,000        4,281          7,500          11,781           12,500        
Solid waste removal 5,694          3,028          3,100          6,128             6,200          
Sewer lift stations 3,500          750             1,000          1,750             2,500          

Security operations
Security staffing contract services 230,500      109,971      120,529      230,500         256,500      
Security staffing contract services - other 8,000          -                  8,000          8,000             -                  
Contractual maintenance 9,180          7,175          2,005          9,180             -                  
Contractual Virtual Guard -                  -                  -                  -                     77,000        

Field office administration
Field manager 75,000        20,192        25,000        45,192           47,500        
Office administrator 46,852        34,960        22,000        56,960           42,500        
Payroll taxes 12,960        4,542          4,200          8,742             9,000          
Seasonal decorations 17,000        16,910        90               17,000           26,000        
Beach club office equipment 4,075          2,102          1,973          4,075             4,075          
Beach club office suppies 3,000          669             1,200          1,869             2,000          
Beach club gym supples 1,500          118             7,000          7,118             12,300        
Guard office equipment 1,000          -                  1,000          1,000             1,000          
Guard office supplies 2,000          563             1,437          2,000             2,000          
CMMS license & support 1,068          -                  1,068          1,068             -                  
Community events coordinator 49,992        12,450        7,500          19,950           15,000        
Community events supplies 30,000        17,974        7,500          25,474           15,000        
Special residential mailing 3,000          -                  3,000          3,000             3,000          
Pool & beach club attendants 44,000        3,760          40,240        44,000           44,000        
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total Revenue
and 

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017

Fiscal Year 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

GENERAL FUND BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2016

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Property maintenance
Landscape Maintenance

Landscaping 265,000      127,800      137,200      265,000         265,000      
Street Tree Maintenance -                  -                  -                  -                     67,000        
Mulch 56,000        49,300        6,700          56,000           56,000        
Beach sand 4,500          239             4,261          4,500             4,500          
Annuals & seasonal plant installation 9,000          1,800          7,200          9,000             9,000          
Plant  and replacement 40,000        -                  40,000        40,000           40,000        
Sod replacement 10,000        1,644          8,356          10,000           10,000        
Well maintenance - irrigation 6,000          -                  6,000          6,000             6,000          
Irrigation - maintenance 12,500        1,037          11,463        12,500           12,500        
Tree removal and replacement 25,000        5,625          19,375        25,000           25,000        
Lake & pond maintenance 45,000        33,900        11,100        45,000           45,000        

Facilities maintenance
Outside facilities maintenance 35,000        21,890        13,110        35,000           35,000        
Car and Cart Repairs and maintenance 4,500          1,901          2,599          4,500             4,500          
Cleaning 15,000        6,468          7,500          13,968           14,000        
Pest control 2,000          900             1,100          2,000             2,000          
Barcode database 2,500          581             600             1,181             -                  
Security gate maintenance & repair 7,500          3,836          3,664          7,500             5,000          
Security Technology Repairs 2,500          -                  2,500          2,500             -                  
Security gate maintenance & repair - Cachet 2,500          195             2,305          2,500             2,500          
Monuments & signs 5,000          841             4,159          5,000             5,000          
Fountains 7,000          -                  7,000          7,000             7,000          
Storm water drainage 10,000        2,238          7,762          10,000           10,000        
Storage 1,500          637             863             1,500             1,500          
Street sweeping 1,500          -                  1,500          1,500             -                  
Recreation equipment maintenance & repair 20,000        2,409          10,000        12,409           15,000        
Building equipment maintenance & repair 20,000        6,565          13,435        20,000           20,000        
Pressure washing 15,000        6,425          8,575          15,000           15,000        
Paver, streets and sidewalk repairs, cleaning 45,000        8,485          36,515        45,000           125,000      
Clear & repair monument lanterns 2,500          -                  2,500          2,500             2,500          
Commercial window cleaning and Janitorial 2,500          -                  2,500          2,500             2,500          

Facilities maintenance (pool)
Pool maintenance 22,900        11,337        11,563        22,900           22,900        
Pool repairs 10,000        8,062          5,000          13,062           15,000        
Pool heater utilities 18,540        7,847          3,000          10,847           15,000        
Pool janitorial services -                  -                  -                  -                     2,500          
Pool permit 575             -                  575             575                575             
Pool contingency 2,500          20               2,480          2,500             -                  

Capital improvement program 51,800        -                  51,800        51,800           25,000        
Total field expenses 1,562,060   636,600      830,626      1,467,226      1,662,970   
Total expenditures 1,801,675   755,846      962,198      1,717,971      1,909,694   
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total Revenue
and 

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017

Fiscal Year 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

GENERAL FUND BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2016

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Excess/(deficiency) of revenues

over/(under) expenditures -                  915,875      (832,244)     83,704           (108,019)     

Fund balance - beginning (unaudited) 1,216,009   1,239,537   2,155,412   1,239,537      1,323,241   
Fund balance - ending (projected)

Assigned
3 months working capital 450,419      -                  -                  -                     477,424      

Unassigned 765,590      2,155,412   1,323,168   1,323,241      737,798      
Fund balance - ending 1,216,009$ 2,155,412$ 1,323,168$ 1,323,241$    1,215,222$ 
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EXPENDITURES
Professional and Administrative Services
Supervisors 12,000$        

Statutorily set at $200 per Supervisor for each meeting of the Board of
Supervisors not to exceed $4,800 for each fiscal year.

Payroll services 600               

Payroll taxes - FICA 900               

Payroll taxes - unemployment 325               
District management 55,000          

Assessment roll preparation 5,000            

Bond amortization schedule fee 1,500            
Disclosure report 3,000            

The District must annually disseminate financial information in order to
comply with the requirements of Rule 15c2-12 under the Securities &
Exchange Act of 1934.

Trustee 10,182          

Notes payable - Soave Group - DS 21,733          
Audit 6,400            

Arbitrage rebate calculation 2,500            

Legal - general counsel 5,000            
Straley, Robin, PA., provides on-going general counsel and legal
representation. Attorneys attend the noticed Board meetings in order to
anticipate and deal with possible legal issues as they may arise and to
respond to questions. In this capacity, as local government lawyers, realize
that this type of local government is very limited in its scope - providing
infrastructure and service to development.

10,000          
Stantec, Inc. provides an array of engineering, consulting, and construction
services to the Districts, assisting them in crafting solutions with
sustainability for the long-term interests of the communities, while
recognizing the needs of the government, environment and maintenance
of the communities' facilities.

Engineering

CORY LAKES

Wrathell, Hunt and Associates, LLC specializes in managing community
development districts in the State of Florida by combining the knowledge,
skills and experience of a team of professionals to ensure compliance with
all governmental requirements of the District, develop financing programs,
administer the issuance of tax exempt bonds and operate & maintain the
assets of the community.  

The District is required to undertake an independent examination of its
books, records and accounting procedures each year. The District has
engaged Grau and Associates, Inc to provide this service.

To ensure the District's compliance with all tax regulations, annual
computations are necessary to calculate the arbitrage rebate liability.

Services for preparing, maintaining and transmitting the annual lien roll
with the annual special assessment amounts for the operating,
maintenance and capital assessments. This was titled "financial consulting
services" in the previous fiscal year.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
DEFINITIONS OF GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES

FICA tax is currently 7.65%.

Payroll for District employees is provided by ADP Corporation

Annual fees paid to U.S. Bank for acting as trustee, paying agent and
registrar.
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CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEFINITIONS OF GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Insurance: general liability & public officials 26,700          

The Districts carry public officials and general liability insurance with a limit
of liability set at $1,000,000 for general liability ($2,000,000 general
aggregate) and $1,000,000 for public officials liability.

Insurance: worker's compensation 6,291            
The Districts worker's compensation for the District employees.

Legal advertising 3,000            

Bank fees 200               

Dues & licenses 175               

Postage 1,690            
For mailing out agenda packages and debt service payments.

Tax collector 74,028          

Contingencies 500               
Field Operations
Utilies

Communication 13,000          
Intended to provide for the cost of communications related provider for
phone, cable, internet etc at the Beach Club and gatehouses.

Website 1,020            
Intended to cover the cost associated with annual registration and
maintenance of the District's website.

Streetlights 120,000        
Intended to cover the cost paid to TECO for the District's streetlight
maintenance and power.

Electricity 63,000          
Intended to cover the cost for electricity at all the District's facilities.

Propane 400               
Intended to cover the cost of propane for the District's facilities.

Water, sewer & irrigation 12,500          
Intended to cover the cost of water and sewer services provided to the
District's facilities.

Solid waste removal 6,200            
Intended to cover the cost of the dumpster at the Beach Club and the port
o let provided for the landscape maintenance contractor.

Sewer lift stations 2,500            
Intended to cover the cost of operating and maintaining the District's lift
station.

Security operations
Security staffing contract services 256,500        

The District contracts with US Security Associates for the personnel
services required for guardhouse and roving patrol services.

Contractual Virtual Guard 77,000          
Covers cost of 5 year financing of new virtual guard equipment at Morris
Bridge entry, Pool and Beach Club and new software as well as providing
certain virtual guard services.

Bank charges incurred during the year.

Annual fee paid to the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity.

 The tax collector's fee is 2% of assessments collected.

The District advertises for monthly meetings, special meetings, public
hearings, public bids, etc. 
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CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEFINITIONS OF GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Field office administration

Field manager 47,500          
The District directly employs an on site Field Manager who oversees and
directs contract service providers, operates and maintains various District
facilities and attends District Board and certain committee meetings
providing updates, reports and recommendations.

Office administrator 42,500          
The District directly employs an on site Office Administrator who, among
other things, provides over site of daily operations and administers the use
of the Beach Club facilities, interacts with residents and visitors regarding
concerns and inquiries, over sees and coordinates various resident
communication venues, receives, reviews and coordinates approval of
invoices weekly with Management company and attends District Board and
certain committee meetings providing updates, reports and
recommendations.

Payroll taxes 9,000            
Intended to provide for the cost of payroll taxes associated with the onsite
employee payroll. 

Seasonal decorations 26,000          
Intended to provide for the supply and install of seasonal decorations at the
District Facilities.

Beach club office equipment 4,075            
Intended to provide for the purchase and/or leasing of miscellaneous office
equipment.

Beach club office suppies 2,000            
Intended to provide for miscellaneous office supplies.

Beach club gym supples 12,300          
Intended to provide for lease and maintenance of certain equipment as
well as miscellaneous supplies.

Guard office equipment 1,000            
Intended to provide for the purchase and/or leasing of miscellaneous office
equipment.

Guard office supplies 2,000            
Intended to provide for miscellaneous office supplies.

Community events coordinator 15,000          
The District contracts with a third party provider to schedule, coordinate
and administer periodic special events.

Community events supplies 15,000          
Intended to provide for the cost of supplies associated with periodic special
events.

Special residential mailing 3,000            
Intended to provide for the use of a third party provider to final format, print
and mail newsletters to the District's residents on a periodic basis.

Pool & beach club attendants 44,000          
Intended to provide for the costs of part time employees to provide various
services around the pool. 
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CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEFINITIONS OF GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Landscape Maintenance

Landscaping 265,000        
The District contracts with a qualified and licensed contractor to provided
landscape maintenance services within the District common areas and
right of ways.

Street Tree Maintenance 67,000          
Covers the costs associated with trimming and maintaining the 
communities street trees within the right of way easement adjacent to 
homes 

Mulch 56,000          
Intended to provide for the seasonal application of mulch within the
District's common areas and right of ways.

Beach sand 4,500            
Intended to provide for the periodic replenishment of sand at the Beach
Club beach.

Annuals & seasonal plant installation 9,000            
Intended to provide for the seasonal installation of annual flowers at high
focal point locations within the District's common areas and right of ways.

Plant  and replacement 40,000          
Intended to provide for the replacement of dead or deteriorated plants
within the District's common areas and right of ways that are not the result
of the maintenance contractor's negligence.

Sod replacement 10,000          
Intended to provide for the replacement of dead or deteriorated sod within
the District's common areas and right of ways that is not the result of the
maintenance contractor's negligence.

Well maintenance - irrigation 6,000            
Intended to provide for the costs of repairs, maintenance and periodic
replacements of well pumps, motors and controls.

Irrigation - maintenance 12,500          
Intended to provide for the costs of repairs and maintenance to the
sprinkler systems within the District's common areas and right of ways that
are not as a part of the landscape maintenance contract.

Tree removal and replacement 25,000          
Intended to provide for the costs of removing and/or replacing tree within
the District's common areas and right of ways.

Lake & pond maintenance 45,000          
The District contracts with a qualified and licensed contractor for the
maintenance of algae, submersed vegetation, and nuisance bank grasses
that if not properly maintained could otherwise impede the lake systems
ability to properly receive, pre-treat and convey storm water as designed.

Facilities maintenance
Outside facilities maintenance 35,000          

Intended to provide for the costs of small equipment and supplies
necessary in the day to day maintenance of various District facilities.

Car and Cart Repairs and maintenance 4,500            
Intended to provide for the routine repairs and maintenance associated
with the Patrol vehicle and maintenance cart.

Cleaning 14,000          
Intended to provide for the routine cleaning of the gatehouses and Beach
Club.
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CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEFINITIONS OF GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Pest control 2,000            

Intended to provide for the periodic treatment for pests at the Beach Club
and Gatehouses.

Security gate maintenance & repair 5,000            
Intended to provide for the costs of repairs and maintenance to the
gatehouses.

Security gate maintenance & repair - Cachet 2,500            
Intended to provide for the costs of repairs and maintenance to the gate
and associated equipment specific to the entrance to Catchet Isle. (paid
solely by the residents of Catchet Isles)

Monuments & signs 5,000            
Intended to provide for the repairs and maintenance of the entry
monuments and roadway signage.

Fountains 7,000            
Intended to provide for the repairs and maintenance of the District's
fountains.

Storm water drainage 10,000          
Intended to provide for the periodic inspection and cleaning of the District's
roadway drainage inlets and lake interconnecting pipes.

Storage 1,500            
Intended to provide for storage.

Recreation equipment maintenance & repair 15,000          
Intended to provide for repair and maintenance of the Districts recreational
equipment at the Beach Club and Tennis Courts.

Building equipment maintenance & repair 20,000          
Intended to provide for repair and maintenance of the Beach Club building
and associated systems.

Pressure washing 15,000          
Intended to provide for the periodic pressure washing of the District's
facilities.

Paver, streets and sidewalk repairs, cleaning 125,000        
Intended to provide for periodic repair, maintenance and pressure washing
of the Districts roadways, sidewalks, gutters and parking lots.

Clear & repair monument lanterns 2,500            
Intended to provide for cleaning and repair of the Districts monument
lights.

Commercial window cleaning and Janitorial 2,500            
Intended to provide for periodic window washing at the Beach Club and
Gatehouse.

Facilities maintenance (pool)
Pool maintenance 22,900          

Intended to cover the cost associated with routine cleaning, water testing
and water chemistry services at the District's pool.

Pool repairs 15,000          
Intended to provide for repairs and maintenance to the District's pool
pumps, motors and controls system.
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CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEFINITIONS OF GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES

EXPENDITURES (continued)
Pool heater utilities 15,000          

Intended to provide for the seasonal utility costs associated with operating
the heaters at the District's pool.

Pool permit 575               
Intended to cover the cost of renewing the Health Department permit
associated with operating the District's pool.

Capital improvement program 25,000          
Intended to provide for Capital Improvements to be determined by the
District during the course of the fiscal year.

Total Expenditures 1,909,694$   
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total
Revenue &

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017
REVENUE
Assessment levy - gross 162,405$ -$              
Allowable discounts (4%) (6,496)      -                

Assessment levy - net 155,909   144,882$ 11,027$   155,909$     -                
Assessment prepayments -               46,512     -               46,512         -                
Interest -               11            -               11                -                

Total revenue 155,909   191,405   11,027     202,432       -                

EXPENDITURES
Debt service
Principal 1996A 100,000   -               100,000   100,000       -                
Principal prepayment 1996A -               10,000     -               10,000         110,000     
Principal prepayment 1996B -               -               45,000     45,000         335,000     
Interest 1996A 17,588     8,794       8,794       17,588         4,606         
Interest 1996B 31,825     15,912     15,913     31,825         14,028       

Total debt service 149,413   34,706     169,707   204,413       463,634     

Other fees & charges
Tax collector 6,496       2,580       3,916       6,496           -                

Total other fees & charges 6,496       2,580       3,916       6,496           -                
155,909   37,286     173,623   210,909       463,634     

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures -               154,119   (162,596)  (8,477)          (463,634)   

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/(USES)
Transfer in -               -               -               -                   240,000     

Total other financing sources/(uses) -               -               -               -                        240,000 

Net change in fund balances -               154,119   (162,596)  (8,477)          (223,634)   
Beginning fund balance (unaudited) 346,304   338,118   492,237   338,118       329,641     
Ending fund balance (projected) 346,304$ 492,237$ 329,641$ 329,641$     106,007     

Use of fund balance:
Debt service reserve account balance (required) -                
Interest expense - November 1, 2017 -                
Projected fund balance surplus/(deficit) as of September 30, 2017 106,007$   

Total expenditures

Fiscal Year 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEBT SERVICE FUND BUDGET - SERIES 1996A/B BONDS
FISCAL YEAR 2017
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 1996A (CUSIP: 221034AC5)

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2016 110,000.00 8.375% 4,606.25 114,606.25

Total $110,000.00 - $4,606.25 $114,606.25
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 1996B (CUSIP: 221034AH4)

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2016 335,000.00 8.375% 14,028.13 349,028.13
05/01/2017 -

Total $335,000.00 - $14,028.13 $349,028.13
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total
Revenue &

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017
REVENUE
Assessment levy - gross 134,219$ 108,499$  
Allowable discounts (4%) (5,369)      (4,340)       

Assessment levy - net 128,850   121,111$ 7,739$     128,850$     104,159    
Interest -               3              3              6                  -                

Total revenue 128,850   121,114   7,742       128,856       104,159    

EXPENDITURES
Debt service
Principal 20,000     20,000     -               20,000         20,000      
Interest 80,819     40,659     40,159     80,818         79,819      

Total debt service 100,819   60,659     40,159     100,818       99,819      

Other fees & charges
Tax collector 5,369       2,166       3,203       5,369           4,340        

Total other fees & charges 5,369       2,166       3,203       5,369           4,340        
106,188   62,825     43,362     106,187       104,159    

Net change in fund balances 22,662     58,289     (35,620)    22,669         -                

Beginning fund balance (unaudited) 62,822     120,527   178,816   120,527       143,196    
Ending fund balance (projected) 85,484$   178,816$ 143,196$ 143,196$     143,196    

Use of fund balance:
Debt service reserve account balance (required) (51,024)     
Principal expense - November 1, 2017 (25,000)     
Interest expense - November 1, 2017 (39,659)     
Projected fund balance surplus/(deficit) as of September 30, 2017 52,513$    

Total expenditures

Fiscal Year 2016

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEBT SERVICE FUND BUDGET - SERIES 2013 BONDS
FISCAL YEAR 2017
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 2013 Bonds

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2016 20,000.00 5.000% 40,159.38 60,159.38
05/01/2017 - 39,659.38 39,659.38
11/01/2017 25,000.00 5.000% 39,659.38 64,659.38
05/01/2018 - 39,034.38 39,034.38
11/01/2018 25,000.00 5.000% 39,034.38 64,034.38
05/01/2019 38,409.38 38,409.38
11/01/2019 25,000.00 5.000% 38,409.38 63,409.38
05/01/2020 37,784.38 37,784.38
11/01/2020 25,000.00 5.000% 37,784.38 62,784.38
05/01/2021 37,159.38 37,159.38
11/01/2021 30,000.00 5.000% 37,159.38 67,159.38
05/01/2022 36,409.38 36,409.38
11/01/2022 30,000.00 5.000% 36,409.38 66,409.38
05/01/2023 35,659.38 35,659.38
11/01/2023 30,000.00 5.000% 35,659.38 65,659.38
05/01/2024 34,909.38 34,909.38
11/01/2024 35,000.00 5.625% 34,909.38 69,909.38
05/01/2025 33,925.00 33,925.00
11/01/2025 35,000.00 5.625% 33,925.00 68,925.00
05/01/2026 32,940.63 32,940.63
11/01/2026 35,000.00 5.625% 32,940.63 67,940.63
05/01/2027 31,956.25 31,956.25
11/01/2027 40,000.00 5.625% 31,956.25 71,956.25
05/01/2028 30,831.25 30,831.25
11/01/2028 40,000.00 5.625% 30,831.25 70,831.25
05/01/2029 29,706.25 29,706.25
11/01/2029 45,000.00 5.625% 29,706.25 74,706.25
05/01/2030 28,440.63 28,440.63
11/01/2030 45,000.00 5.625% 28,440.63 73,440.63
05/01/2031 27,175.00 27,175.00
11/01/2031 50,000.00 5.625% 27,175.00 77,175.00
05/01/2032 25,768.75 25,768.75
11/01/2032 50,000.00 5.625% 25,768.75 75,768.75
05/01/2033 24,362.50 24,362.50
11/01/2033 55,000.00 5.625% 24,362.50 79,362.50
05/01/2034 22,815.63 22,815.63
11/01/2034 55,000.00 6.125% 22,815.63 77,815.63
05/01/2035 21,131.25 21,131.25
11/01/2035 60,000.00 6.125% 21,131.25 81,131.25
05/01/2036 19,293.75 19,293.75
11/01/2036 65,000.00 6.125% 19,293.75 84,293.75
05/01/2037 17,303.13 17,303.13
11/01/2037 70,000.00 6.125% 17,303.13 87,303.13
05/01/2038 15,159.38 15,159.38
11/01/2038 70,000.00 6.125% 15,159.38 85,159.38
05/01/2039 13,015.63 13,015.63
11/01/2039 75,000.00 6.125% 13,015.63 88,015.63
05/01/2040 10,718.75 10,718.75
11/01/2040 80,000.00 6.125% 10,718.75 90,718.75
05/01/2041 8,268.75 8,268.75
11/01/2041 85,000.00 6.125% 8,268.75 93,268.75
05/01/2042 5,665.63 5,665.63
11/01/2042 90,000.00 6.125% 5,665.63 95,665.63
05/01/2043 2,909.38 2,909.38
11/01/2043 95,000.00 6.125% 2,909.38 97,909.38

Total $1,385,000.00 - $1,440,984.38 $2,825,984.38

$1,425,000
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total
Revenue &

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017
REVENUE
Assessment levy - gross 552,284$ 550,489$  
Allowable discounts (4%) (22,091)    (22,020)     

Assessment levy - net 530,193   496,118$ 34,075$   530,193$     528,469    
Interest -               12            12            24                -                

Total revenue 530,193   496,130   34,087     530,217       528,469    

EXPENDITURES
Debt service
Principal 410,000   -               410,000   410,000       420,000    
Principal prepayment -               10,000     -               10,000         -                
Interest 98,102     48,915     48,916     97,831         86,449      

Total debt service 508,102   58,915     458,916   517,831       506,449    

Other fees & charges
Tax collector 22,091     8,873       13,218     22,091         22,020      

Total other fees & charges 22,091     8,873       13,218     22,091         22,020      
530,193   67,788     472,134   539,922       528,469    

Net change in fund balances -               428,342   (438,047)  (9,705)          -                

Beginning fund balance (unaudited) 281,303   338,782   767,124   338,782       329,077    
Ending fund balance (projected) 281,303$ 767,124$ 329,077$ 329,077$     329,077    

Use of fund balance:
Debt service reserve account balance (required) (250,852)   
Interest expense - November 1, 2017 (37,534)     
Projected fund balance surplus/(deficit) as of September 30, 2017 40,691$    

Total expenditures

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEBT SERVICE FUND BUDGET - SERIES 2013 REFUNDING BONDS
FISCAL YEAR 2017

Fiscal Year 2016
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CORY LAKES
Community Development District 
Series 2013 Refunding Bonds

Debt Service Schedule 

Date Principal Coupon Interest Total P+I
11/01/2016 43,224.50 43,224.50
05/01/2017 420,000.00 2.710% 43,224.50 463,224.50
11/01/2017 37,533.50 37,533.50
05/01/2018 430,000.00 2.710% 37,533.50 467,533.50
11/01/2018 31,707.00 31,707.00
05/01/2019 445,000.00 2.710% 31,707.00 476,707.00
11/01/2019 25,677.25 25,677.25
05/01/2020 455,000.00 2.710% 25,677.25 480,677.25
11/01/2020 19,512.00 19,512.00
05/01/2021 470,000.00 2.710% 19,512.00 489,512.00
11/01/2021 13,143.50 13,143.50
05/01/2022 480,000.00 2.710% 13,143.50 493,143.50
11/01/2022 6,639.50 6,639.50
05/01/2023 490,000.00 2.710% 6,639.50 496,639.50

Total $3,190,000.00 - $354,874.50 $3,544,874.50

$4,245,000
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Adopted
Budget

FY 2016

Actual
through
3/31/16

Projected
through

9/30/2016

Total
Revenue &

Expenditures

Proposed
Budget

FY 2017
REVENUE
Assessment levy - gross -$             61,304$     
Allowable discounts (4%) -               (2,452)       

Assessment levy - net -               -$             -$             -$                 58,852       
Total revenue -               -               -               -                   58,852       

EXPENDITURES
Debt service
Note Principal -               -               -               -                   45,470       
Note Interest -               -               -               -                   5,938         

Total debt service -               -               -               -                   51,408       

Other fees & charges
Tax collector -               -               -               -                   2,452         

Total other fees & charges -               -               -               -                   2,452         
-               -               -               -                   53,860       

Excess/(deficiency) of revenues
over/(under) expenditures -               -               -               -                   4,992         

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES/(USES)
Note proceeds -               -               -               -                   250,000     
Transfer out -               -               -               -                   (240,000)   

Total other financing sources/(uses) -               -               -               -                   10,000       

Net change in fund balances -               -               -               -                   14,992       
Beginning fund balance (unaudited) -               -               -               -                   -                
Ending fund balance (projected) -$             -$             -$             -$                 14,992       

Use of fund balance:
Debt service reserve account balance (required) (10,000)     
Interest expense - November 1, 2017 (4,858)       
Projected fund balance surplus/(deficit) as of September 30, 2017 134$          

Total expenditures

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

DEBT SERVICE FUND BUDGET - SERIES 2016 NOTE
FISCAL YEAR 2017

Fiscal Year 2016
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CDD Land 
Use/Phase

Number of 
Units Series 1996A Series 1996B Series 2016

Series 2013 
REF Series 2013 O&M Cachet Isles

x 67 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
O&M Cl 1 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $48.27

O&M 1.2 Cl 1 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $57.93
O&M 29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00

1.1, 1.4 and 1.5 113 $397.73 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
1.1 Cl 5 $397.73 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $48.27

1.11 and 1.51 2 $795.38 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,849.98 $0.00
1.2 Cl 35 $397.73 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $57.93
1.3 Cl 7 $397.73 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $48.27

2 121 $345.71 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
2.0 96B 1 $0.00 $1,820.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00

2.0 96AB 13 $345.71 $1,820.65 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
2.1 96B 1 $691.43 $3,641.29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,849.98 $0.00

3 92 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,140.91 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
4 77 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $477.37 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
5 252 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,618.27 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
6 92 $156.82 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
7 115 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,167.12 $1,924.99 $0.00

1024

CDD Land 
Use/Phase

Number of 
Units Series 1996A Series 1996B Series 2016

Series 2013 
REF Series 2013 O&M Cachet Isles

x 67 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
O&M Cl 1 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $48.27

O&M 1.2 Cl 1 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $57.93
O&M 29 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00

1.1, 1.4 and 1.5 113 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
1.1 Cl 5 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $48.27

1.11 and 1.51 2 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3,849.98 $0.00
1.2 Cl 35 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $57.93
1.3 Cl 7 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $48.27

2 121 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
2.0 96B 1 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00

2.0 96AB 13 $0.00 $0.00 $4,086.96 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
2.1 96B 1 $0.00 $0.00 $8,173.92 $0.00 $0.00 $3,849.98 $0.00

3 92 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,142.91 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
4 77 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $478.21 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
5 252 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,621.11 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
6 92 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,924.99 $0.00
7 115 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $943.47 $1,924.99 $0.00

1024

FY 2017 Proposed Assessments

CORY LAKES
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
FISCAL YEAR 2017

FY 2016 Assessments
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RESOLUTION 2016-9 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF 

THE CORY LAKES COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

DISTRICT MAKING A DETERMINATION OF BENEFIT 

AND IMPOSING SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS FOR FISCAL 

YEAR 2016/2017; PROVIDING FOR THE COLLECTION 

AND ENFORCEMENT OF SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS;  

CERTIFYING AN ASSESSMENT ROLL; PROVIDING FOR 

AMENDMENTS TO THE ASSESSMENT ROLL; 

PROVIDING A SEVERABILITY CLAUSE; AND 

PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE. 

 

 WHEREAS, the Cory Lakes Community Development District (“District”) is a local 

unit of special-purpose government established pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, for the 

purpose of providing, operating and maintaining infrastructure improvements, facilities and 

services to the lands within the District; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the District is located in Hillsborough County, Florida (“County”); and 

 

 WHEREAS, the District has constructed or acquired various infrastructure 

improvements and provides certain services in accordance with the District’s adopted capital 

improvement plan and Chapter 190, Florida Statutes; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors of the District (“Board”) hereby determines to 

undertake various operations and maintenance and other activities described in the District’s 

budgets for Fiscal Year 2016/2017 (“Budget”), attached hereto as Exhibit “A” and incorporated 

by reference herein; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the District must obtain sufficient funds to provide for the operation and 

maintenance of the services and facilities provided by the District as described in the District’s 

Budget; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the provision of such services, facilities, and operations is a benefit to lands 

within the District; and 

 

 WHEREAS, Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, provides that the District may impose special 

assessments on benefitted lands within the District; and 

 

WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the District to proceed with the imposition of the 

special assessments for operations and maintenance in the amount set forth in the Budget; and 

 

WHEREAS, the District has previously levied an assessment for debt service, which the 

District desires to collect for Fiscal Year 2016/2017; and 
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 WHEREAS, Chapter 197, Florida Statutes, provides a mechanism pursuant to which 

such special assessments may be placed on the tax roll and collected by the local tax collector 

(“Uniform Method”), and the District has previously authorized the use of the Uniform Method 

by, among other things, entering into agreements with the Property Appraiser and Tax Collector 

of the County for that purpose; and 

 

 WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the District to adopt the Assessment Roll of the 

Cory Lakes Community Development District (“Assessment Roll”) attached to this Resolution 

as Exhibit “B” and incorporated as a material part of this Resolution by this reference, and to 

certify the Assessment Roll to the County Tax Collector pursuant to the Uniform Method; and 

 

 WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the District to permit the District Manager to 

amend the Assessment Roll, certified to the County Tax Collector by this Resolution, as the 

Property Appraiser updates the property roll for the County, for such time as authorized by 

Florida law. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD 

OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CORY LAKES COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT: 
 

 SECTION 1. BENEFIT.  The Board hereby finds and determines that the provision of the 

services, facilities, and operations as described in Exhibit “A” confers a special and peculiar 

benefit to the lands within the District, which benefit exceeds or equals the cost of the 

assessments. The allocation of the assessments to the specially benefitted lands, as shown in 

Exhibits “A” and “B,” is hereby found to be fair and reasonable. 

 

 SECTION 2. ASSESSMENT IMPOSITION.  Pursuant to Chapter 190 of the Florida 

Statutes, and using the procedures authorized by Florida law for the levy and collection of 

special assessments, a special assessment for operation and maintenance is hereby imposed and 

levied on benefitted lands within the District, and in accordance with Exhibits “A” and “B.”  

The lien of the special assessments for operations and maintenance imposed and levied by this 

Resolution shall be effective upon passage of this Resolution. 

 

 SECTION 3. COLLECTION.  The collection of the operation and maintenance special 

assessments and previously levied debt service assessments shall be at the same time and in the 

same manner as County taxes in accordance with the Uniform Method, as indicated on Exhibits 

“A” and “B.”  The decision to collect special assessments by any particular method – e.g., on 

the tax roll or by direct bill – does not mean that such method will be used to collect special 

assessments in future years, and the District reserves the right in its sole discretion to select 

collection methods in any given year, regardless of past practices.   

 

 SECTION 4. ASSESSMENT ROLL.  The District's Assessment Roll, attached to this 

Resolution as Exhibit “B,” is hereby certified to the County Tax Collector and shall be collected 

by the County Tax Collector in the same manner and time as County taxes.  The proceeds 

therefrom shall be paid to the Cory Lakes Community Development District. 
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 SECTION 5. ASSESSMENT ROLL AMENDMENT.  The District Manager shall keep 

apprised of all updates made to the County property roll by the Property Appraiser after the date 

of this Resolution, and shall amend the District’s Assessment Roll in accordance with any such 

updates, for such time as authorized by Florida law, to the County property roll.  After any 

amendment of the Assessment Roll, the District Manager shall file the updates in the District 

records. 

 

 SECTION 6.  SEVERABILITY.  The invalidity or unenforceability of any one or more 

provisions of this Resolution shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining 

portions of this Resolution, or any part thereof. 

 

 SECTION 7. EFFECTIVE DATE.  This Resolution shall take effect upon the passage and 

adoption of this Resolution by the Board of Supervisors of the Cory Lakes Community 

Development District. 

 

 PASSED AND ADOPTED this 15
th

 day of September, 2016. 

 

ATTEST: CORY LAKES COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
 

 

 

 

_____________________________ ___________________________ 

Secretary / Assistant Secretary Chair, Board of Supervisors 
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Exhibit A:  FY 2016/2017 Budget 
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Exhibit B:  Assessment Roll 



RESOLUTION 2016-10 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CORY LAKES COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT ADOPTING THE ANNUAL 

MEETING SCHEDULE FOR FISCAL YEAR 2016/2017 

 

 WHEREAS, the Cory Lakes Community Development District ("District") is a local unit 

of special-purpose government organized and existing in accordance with Chapter 190, Florida 

Statutes, and situated entirely within Hillsborough County, Florida; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the District is required by Florida law to prepare an annual schedule of its 

regular public meetings which designates the date, time and location of the District’s meetings; 

and  

 

 WHEREAS, the Board has proposed the Fiscal Year 2016/2017 annual meeting schedule 

as attached in Exhibit A; 

 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD 

OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CORY LAKES COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

 

1. The Fiscal Year 2016/2017 annual public meeting schedule attached hereto and 

incorporated by reference herein as Exhibit “A” is hereby approved and will be 

published and filed in accordance with the requirements of Florida law. 

 

2. The District Manager is hereby directed to submit a copy of the Fiscal Year 

2016/2017 annual public meeting schedule to Hillsborough County and the 

Department of Economic Opportunity.  

 

3. This Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its adoption.  

 

 PASSED AND ADOPTED this 15
th

 day of September, 2016. 

 

 

ATTEST:      CORY LAKES 

       COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  

       DISTRICT 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________   _______________________________ 

Secretary/Assistant Secretary     Chair, Board of Supervisors 

 

 

 



Exhibit “A” 
 



 CORY LAKES COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

FISCAL YEAR 2016/2017 MEETING SCHEDULE 
 

 Date Time Potential Discussion Focus 

    

1 Thursday, October 20, 2016 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

2 Thursday, November 17, 2016 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

3 Thursday, December 15, 2016 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

4 Thursday, January 19, 2017 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

5 Thursday, February 16, 2017 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

6 Thursday, March 16, 2017 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

7 Thursday, April 20, 2017 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

8 Thursday, May 18, 2017 6:00 PM Approve Fiscal Year 2018 Proposed Budget 

    

9 Thursday, June 15, 2017 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

10 Thursday, July 20, 2017 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

11 Thursday, August 17, 2017 6:00 PM Adopt Fiscal Year 2018 Final Budget 

    

12 Thursday, September 14, 2017* 6:00 PM Regular Meeting 

    

Meeting Location: Cory Lake Beach Club, 10441 Cory Lake Drive, Tampa, Florida 33647 

 

 

NOTE: 

* September Meeting one week early to certify Assessment Roll with County 
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ROAD NO. COUNTY PROJECT NO.COUNTY

DATE DESCRIPTION

REVISIONS

DATE DESCRIPTION
NO.

SHEET

    SPEED TABLE DETAIL    

       BRICK PAVER      
                               

            

JOHNSON ENGINEERING, INC.

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORIZATION NO. 642

17221 CAMELOT COURT, STE 101 LAND O' LAKES, FL 34638

P.E. LICENSE NO. 57410PHILIP CHANG

N.T.S

H
U

M
P

S
P

E
E

D

30"x30"

W17-1

H
U

M
P

S
P

E
E

D

30"x30"

W17-1

N.T.S

A

A

N.T.S

N.T.S

N.T.S

  
HUMP

SPEED

30"x30"

W17-1

AT UNIT PAVERS

PAVEMENT SECTION

A-A

SECTION VIEW

DETAIL

PLAN VIEW

PROFILE VIEW

JOINTS (SILICA BASED)

SAND SETTING BED &

1" HIGH STRENGTH

AGGREGATE BASE

6" DENSE GRADE

IN 6" LIFTS

12" LIMEROCK (LBR 100)

SUB-BASE (LBR 40)

8" STABILIZED

PAVEMENT

EXIST. EDGE OF

PAVEMENT

EXIST. EDGE OF

6'10'6'

4'

4'

ABUT CONCRETE

RESET PAVERS TO

ABUT CONCRETE

RESET PAVERS TO

EXIST. GUTTER

EXIST. GUTTER

SPEED TABLE

PROPOSED PAVER

(MIN.)

¡ OF ROAD

3000 PSI (MIN.)

6" THICK CONCRETE

GRADE

EXIST. PAVEMENT

3000 PSI (MIN.)

6" THICK CONCRETE

4" (MAX.)

PAVER TO MATCH EXIST.

NATURAL GROUND

EXIST. GUTTER

3000 PSI (MIN.)

6" THICK CONCRETE

GRADE

EXIST. PAVEMENT

4" (MAX.) 2% SLOPE
4'

TAPER

MATCH EXIST.

PAVER TO

4'VARIES4'

2% SLOPE 2% SLOPE

TO MATCH EXISTING

BRICK & PATTERN



Sr. Estimator:  John M. Maggard

Cell:      352‐279‐5027 

johnm@a‐rcontractors.com

ITEM DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATED 

QUANTITY  UNIT UNIT PRICE TOTAL PRICE

1.)  Sawcut and remove existing brick pavers  (per plans) 616.00                    SF

2.)  Build speed hump w/brick pavers  (per plans) 200.00                    SF

3.)  Pour concrete collar 6' x 6" around hump (per plans) 416.00                    SF

4.)  Install speed hump signs  (per plans) 2.00                         EA

16,916.40$            

Project Name:  Cory Lakes Bid Number:

Project Location:   Invoice Date:  August 30, 2016

TOTAL  

To:   Johnson Engineering Contact:  Phil Chang

Address:   Phone:  

                Email:  pc@johnsoneng.com.com



Estimate
Date

9/6/2016

Estimate #

2537

Name / Address

Cory Lakes Isle
John Hall
10441 Cory Lake Drive
Tampa, Fl 33647

Anthony's Tampa Bay Pressure Washing
LLC
501 Innergary Place
FL 33594

Project

Total

Description Qty Rate Total

Remove Rust Spots from sidewalks and gutters where it is needed
then clean with water after chemical wash

37,500.00 37,500.00

$37,500.00
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 Cory Lakes Community Development District 
 
          Facilities Manager 
 
                             September 2016, Activity Report 
________________________________________________________________________ 
BEACH CLUB 

1. Replaced bulb over kitchen bar area. 
2. CIO Installed wireless booster network. 
3. Fixed wiring on two up-lights in main room, replaced three bulbs 
4. Ran grader and chain link over beach to help smooth out 
5. Fixed transition strip by back door and door to storage/ bar area.  
6. Repaired damaged chair 
7. Found out all the little issues and got new signboard working!! 
8. Installed new CDD hours on Beach Club and office doors 
  
 
 
Pool 
1.  CIO installed wireless network 
2. Replaced support arms in two umbrellas. 
3. Replaced two broken umbrellas. 
4. Repaired exit light on building 
5. Poolworks has ordered replacement furniture and has started the re-slinging of th
e loungers 
6. Secured furniture and pool area for storm. 
7. Set furniture back up after storm, cleaned cushions and pillows,  added one more 
umbrella,  cleaned mold around columns and entries of pool house. 
8. Replaced timer for the slide 
 
 
 
 

 
PLAYGROUND 
1.   
  
 
GYM  
1.  Fitlogic replaced belt on treadmill under warranty. 
2.  Had belt replaced on one treadmill under warranty 
3. Installed new rules sign in gym 
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LANDSCAPING  
1.  LMP doing cut backs along Morris Bridge entrance. 
2.  Doing routine mowing and trimming. 
3. Cut back and removed bushes blocking view out of Capri Isle 
4.  Removed tree damaged by storms on Isle of Cachet center Island. 
5.  Steve with LMP is doing a plant count to replace any missing plants both warrant
y replacements and CDD expense.  
 
 
 
LAKE MANAGEMENT 
1.  8/12/16- Treated lake grasses and algae by boat 
2.  8/18/16- Treated lake grasses and algae by boat 
3.  8/25/16- Treated grasses on small ponds. 
4.  8/26/16- Treated lake algae and grasses 
5.  9/8/16- Treated shoreline grasses, algae and weeds 
 
 
 
SECURITY 
1.  Pulled speed reports and sent to AJ 
2. Had patrol car serviced 
 
 
OTHER ACTIONS  
1.  Brick Paving Systems is back repairing the streets. 
2. Replaced shorted light at Cozumel monument. Reset timer and breaker. 
3. Had brick Paving Systems put sand at entrance on MB road to try and deter tar fro
m getting on street paving. 
4. Secured windscreen at old tennis courts. 
5. Fixed a broken monument light mount on Bimini Monument 
6. Cleaned up broken glass in Bimini Isle cul-de-sac 
7. Imageworks Painting had started repairs and painting on entrance monuments, g
uardhouses and columns. 
8. Secured windscreens on both tennis courts after storm damage. 
9. Electric Today installed outlet and timer at new tennis courts 
10.  Put new felt paper and rocks around trashcan at new tennis courts after timer 
installation. 

11. Installed rules sign at new tennis courts. 
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Cross-Creek Security Gatehouse    
1.  Replaced 12 sconce bulbs. Have to order more LED bulbs to finish 
2.  Replaced recessed bulb under portico 
3.  Installed Back UPS system for part of security system. 
4.  Tightened bolts on resident gate arm. 
5.  Installed new television to replace one that was damaged by lightning. 
 
 
Morris Bridge Security Gatehouse    
1.  Replaced can light bulb in service closet 

2. Replaced 19 bulbs in post sconces  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Action Plan for Oct. 
 
* Complete painting project with Imageworks 
* Complete furniture repairs and replacement with Poolworks 
* Continue road paver repairs with Brick Paving Systems 
* Replace basketball backboards upon arrival. 
* Complete seawall project. 
* Work with Ghada to create list of equipment and materials we need to provide to 
make adjusted kitchen menu for Café’ project.  
* Continue cleaning and painting of sconce lights at the entrances. 
* Upgrade monument lighting in front of both entrance monuments. 
* Work with both security services to facilitate the transition to both companies. (Al
ert and Envera) 

 

 



LAF committee Board recommendations – 8/26/2016 

 

Recommendations for Staff action: 

 

1. Clean the white fence along Cross Creek entrance of any remaining debris. 

 

2. Plants are missing again around the palm trees along the Cross Creek entrance. The 

committee recommends that the missing plants be replaced by LMP. 

 

3. There is still the evidence of erosion of the beach at the Beach Club that has not been 

repaired. The committee recommends that the beach be groomed to fill in the eroded 

areas. 

 

4. Pocket parks: grass is growing in the mulch beds; there are ant hills in the mulch area; 

mulch has eroded beneath the swings; and an overfilled doggy station has bags hanging 

out. The committee recommended that all these problem areas be fixed. 

 

5. There are missing plants throughout the landscaping in the community; there is 

improper mowing with grass clippings thrown into mulch areas; there is grass growing 

and ant hills in pocket park mulch; there is a full doggy station with bags hanging out; 

and there are a broken Beach Club monument, a broken skate park fence, a broken skate 

park goal, and a dislodged tennis court parking lot pylon. The committee agreed that all 

these areas need fixing. 

 

6. The committee recommends that the water inlets along Cory Lake Drive, which still 

have dead grasses, weeds and debris hanging from the cement walls and hanging in the 

chain link fencing get cleaned. 

 

7. Street monuments have areas where plants have died off and been removed. The 

committee recommended that the islands be replanted where plants were missing. LMP 

should be doing this replanting without having to be continuously being told. 

 

 

Recommendations for Board action: 

 

1. Beach Club monument: The committee voted to recommend that the monument be 

replaced with an exact replica. 

 

2. The committee recommends to the Board that the CDD should make no monetary offer 

to MI Homes for the purchase of the lot on which it sits. 

 

3. Valerie Romas, who is contracted to install the holiday decorations, has been required 

to provide worker’s compensation insurance which she was able to get at a cost of 

$2,700. She has not had to obtain nor provide the insurance for any of her other clients.  

In the past contractors for Cory Lake had to have liability insurance, but not worker’s 

comp. Members on the committee assumed that the CDD already had worker’s comp 



coverage. The committee recommends that the Board pay $2,700 for worker’s comp to 

Valerie. 

 

4. Since it was the committee’s understanding that worker’s comp was not required in the 

past, the LAF committee requests clarification on the requirement of worker’s comp for 

all vendors hired by CLI in the future. 



LAF Recommendations 

8/26/2016 



The following photos show that 

many plants are missing from the 

isle entrance islands.  

LAF recommends that LMP replace 

all missing plants. 



















The following are photos showing 

other areas around the community 

that are missing plants.  

LMP should replace the missing 

plants. 





























The following photos show other 

problems that need rectifying, such 

as sand on the sidewalk at the 

tennis court entrance, grass 

clippings thrown into mulch areas, 

grass growing in pocket park 

mulch, ant hills, and a full doggy 

station.  



























The following photos show broken 

items that need fixing, such as the 

Beach Club monument, the skate 

park fence, the skate park net, and 

the tennis court parking pylon. 
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